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Chapter 1: Introduction

Context and Research Questions

with a regular grid of stone-paved streets, and a series of
aqueducts was built to bring water from purpose-built
Augusta Emerita, modern day Mérida, Spain, was a major reservoirs as much as 20 km distant. A complete set of
new Roman city established in west-central Iberia during entertainment structures, including a circus, theater, and
the later first century BC (Figure 1). By the turn of the amphitheater, was built on the southern end of the city,
millennium, Emerita was an official Roman colony, head and several large public plazas were installed in the center
of its own juridical district, and capital city of the newly- of the walled city (Figure 2). During the first century AD,
established province of Lusitania. In the first two centuries these public buildings were comprehensively decorated
of the current era, Emerita evolved into a major metro- with marble sculpture, in one case (the ‘Marble Forum’)
politan center, with all of the amenities and urban luxu- including a set of sculpture clearly derived from the decories expected of any important city of the Roman world. rative program of the Forum of Augustus in Rome.
The city’s large intramural area (c. 74 ha) was embellished

Figure 1. The Iberian Peninsula in the Roman period.
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Figure 2. Plan of the Roman city of Augusta Emerita.

In the later Roman period, Emerita served as the seat of
the dioecesis Hispaniarum, one of only twelve such administrative districts throughout the Roman Empire. As a major administrative center, it was likely in the fourth century
that the city’s population and status reached their zenith.
However, from the later fourth century onward, and especially after the Roman period, Emerita experienced a
dramatic downturn in her fortunes. The post-Roman kingdom of the Suevi (one of the so-called ‘barbarian’ kingdoms) may have briefly used the city as a southern capital
in the middle of the fifth century (Osland 2017, 99), and
Emerita occasionally featured in the gradual Visigothic
takeover of Hispania in the course of the sixth century
(cf. Kulikowski 2004, 267–89). But these examples serve
primarily to illustrate just how different were the city’s circumstances in Roman and post-Roman times. With the
arrival of the Moors in the early eighth century, Emerita’s
situation deteriorated still further: Moorish armies beseiged the city for two years before its residents surrendered,
in AD 713. In the ninth century, after a series of insurrections and rebellions, a permanent military garrison was
stationed in a huge new fortress, the Alcazaba, which was
built using materials stripped from the city wall and Roman period monuments. The population appears to have
contracted dramatically in this period, and it must have
been around this same time that a new wall was built surrounding a much smaller urban core than that protected

by the Roman period city wall (Alba Calzado 2004a; Feijoo Martínez and Alba Calzado 2005) (Figure 3).
In a sense, this series of events in the city’s history has
proven fortuitous, as when real scholarly and antiquarian interest in the city’s archaeological record took off in
the early twentieth century, most of the Roman city lay
virtually vacant. Thanks in large part to the relatively low
level of human occupation in the Medieval and early
Modern periods, many of the city’s Roman period monuments have survived, from the 500-meter long circus on
the eastern end of town through to the city’s monumental
Los Milagros aqueduct on the north. At the center of the
old city stands the ‘Templo de Diana,’ an imposing granite structure that once served as the focal point of a huge
monumental precinct sometimes referred to as the Colonial Forum (Figure 4). The city’s low population density in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries allowed
for the relatively rapid clearance of the theater and amphitheater complex in the 1910s and 1920s, and for the reconstruction of the theater in that same period.
From the early twentieth century onward, the city has undergone a period of dramatic growth and urban renewal.
On the one hand, this development has raised serious challenges, for example relating to the preservation of the city’s
extensive archaeological record. On the other hand, such
2
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Figure 3. Plan of the medieval town.

Figure 4. Roman monuments in Mérida. Clockwise from top left: Templo de Diana, Theater, Guadiana Bridge, Los Milagros
Aqueduct.
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development has also brought with it significant interest,
legal support, and financial backing, all of which have
contributed to the creation of a flourishing archaeological community. Mérida is now a UNESCO World Heritage
City, whose impressive set of archaeological monuments
contributes to a great deal of tourist activity and scholarly
interest. The city is also home to two major archaeological research institutions, the Instituto de Arqueología de
Mérida and the Museo Nacional de Arte Romano, which
houses a huge collection of archaeological materials
drawn from antiquarian collections and archaeological
excavations across the city’s history.

replaced on the basis of new evidence. However, the fragmentary nature of the remains typically revealed by rescue
excavations has also left a lot of questions unanswered, or
answered only in part.
It was in response to this state of affairs – and some of the
difficulties in funding and and logistics – that Dr Daniel
Osland of the University of Otago Department of Classics
sought support and funding for what appears to be the first
excavation undertaken by a New Zealand Classics department in half a century. This project was funded through a
University of Otago Research Grant, and excavation and
documentation work was carried out by a team of specialists, photographers, archaeological draftsmen, volunteers,
and workers through the coordination of the Consorcio
de Mérida. This research-driven excavation was designed
to address questions about Roman and late antique urbanism inside and outside the bounds of the Roman city
wall, and about the changing nature of private and public
spaces in the ancient and medieval city. It was therefore
set on a previously selected site straddling the Roman city
wall, where a full chronological sequence could potentially
be documented, from the Roman city’s foundation down
through the Modern period. The site selected for excavation was also within a walled archaeological monument,
the ninth-century Moorish fortress (Alcazaba), which
provided both protection from unwanted intrusion and
relatively easy access (Figure 5).

After several centuries of historical and antiquarian interest, study of this city has advanced over the past few
decades to the level of cutting-edge scientific archaeological research, much of which has been conducted under
the direction of the Consorcio Ciudad Monumental de
Mérida, the local archaeological authority. Archaeologists
employed by the Consorcio have undertaken hundreds of
excavation projects and site surveys over the past several
decades, nearly all of them falling into the category of ‘rescue operations,’ spurred by contemporary heritage management guidelines and particular building projects. As a
result, there is now an unprecedented wealth of archaeological data to inform our knowledge of the Roman city,
and many of the old ideas about the city’s earliest monumental architecture have had to be adjusted or completely

Figure 5. Aerial view of the Alcazaba de Mérida (Google Earth).
4
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History: The Roman City

traveled the length and breadth of the Roman Mediterranean during their years in service to Rome.

Throughout its history, much of the interest in Mérida
has stemmed from the city’s direct association with the
founder of the Roman Empire, the emperor Augustus. The
new city’s name, Augusta Emerita, points to this connection. The fact that the city was founded early in the rule of
Augustus, and not long after his most important military
conquest (the defeat of Mark Antony and Cleopatra at Actium in 31 BC), also seems to have fallen neatly in line with
a new set of Augustan propaganda, highlighting first the
Emperor’s success in warfare and then his establishment
of universal peace, leading directly to the founding of new
cities, outposts of the new Roman political and cultural
order (so Trillmich 1990).

Public duties and festivals associated with the proper administration of a Roman colony could easily be conducted in a variety of locations and structures, so there is not
necessarily any reason to expect significant architectural
remains from the foundational period. However, the city’s
settlers – Roman citizens and indigenous residents of the
surrounding areas (cf. Strabo 3.2.15) – would have had
certain expectations regarding the nature of their urban
surroundings (Edmondson 2011, 32). Moreover, the city’s
founders, Augustus and his representative Publius Carisius,
had a definite agenda in the creation of this veteran colony,
a fact illustrated both by the coin series issued from Emerita soon after its foundation and by the name chosen for
the city, Colonia Iulia Augusta Emerita (for the complexities surrounding the city’s foundation and official status,
see Trillmich 1990, 309–11).

The city was reportedly founded by Augustus in 25 BC in
the aftermath of Rome’s victories over some of her most
obstinate enemies, in the northwestern reaches of the
Iberian Peninsula (Cassius Dio 53.26. Cf. Plin. Nat. 4.117;
Strabo 3.2.15; see also Edmondson 2011, 32–33). The victory of 25 BC turned out to be short-lived, however, and it
was not until the period 19–16 BC that Rome established
firm control over the extreme northwest of the Iberian
Peninsula. The successful conclusion of the Cantabrian
Wars allowed Augustus to travel through Gaul and Hispania, where his activities in the years 16–13 BC served as a
partial justification for the construction of the Altar of Augustan Peace, the Ara Pacis Augustae in Rome (Augustus
Res gestae 12.2). The creation of the provinces of Lusitania
and Baetica appears to have taken place at this time, with
provincial capitals at Emerita and Corduba, respectively.
Around the same time, if not even earlier, Emerita was also
placed at the head of the conventus Emeritensis, the largest
of Lusitania’s three assizes districts (see Figure 1).

From its monuments to its early coinage, colonial status,
and privileged political and administrative position, Augusta Emerita really did take on the image of a Rome away
from Rome. In the course of its first century, the city came
to house some of the most evocative public monuments
in the western Roman world (Edmondson 2006, 260; Richmond 1930, 115). The so-called ‘Marble Forum’ was derived directly from the Forum of Augustus in Rome. Two
more large public courtyards adorned the center of the
walled city, accompanied by multiple temples, including
the now partially-reconstructed ‘Templo de Diana’ mentioned above.

Funerary monuments surrounding the city were decorated with portraiture and inscriptions that would have
been perfectly at home in any of the cemeteries on the
As a new city – built in an area that was largely uninhab- outskirts of Rome (Edmondson et al. 2001). A massive
ited – Emerita was an excellent opportunity for Rome to engineering project connected the city with other areas of
create a showpiece city that would demonstrate some of Lusitania and the adjoining province of Baetica via a twothe advantages of living under Roman rule (Richmond part bridge running nearly 800 meters across the Guadi1930).1 Thus, the city was granted an unusually large ag- ana (ancient Anas) River (Álvarez Martínez 1983). The two
ricultural hinterland (Ariño Gil and Gurt Esparraguera major sections of this bridge met on a small island near
1994; Jiménez Ávila and Sánchez Barrero 2001. See also the city, where a large stonework breakwater protected the
Edmondson 2011, 33–35), which may have been subjected foundations of the bridge and, at the same time, presented
to two different stages of settlement, though this is not an image similar to that of the Tiber Island in Rome, with
as clear from the ancient sources (Ariño Gil and Gurt its ship’s prow decoration (cf. Osland 2011, 88–97, with bibEsparraguera 1994; Saquete Chamizo 1997, 46; Arce 2004, liography).
10–11). As has already been mentioned above, by the final
decade of the first century BC, Emerita had several impor- On the eastern bank of the river, underneath the city,
tant administrative and religous roles to fulfill. The city stands a solid terrace wall of concrete and opus incerwas a colony of Roman citizens, head of its own conventus, tum, punctuated at regular intervals by buttresses built of
and capital of the newly established province of Lusitania. squared granite blocks (opus quadratum). The materials
Moreover, Emerita boasted a large number of retired Ro- employed are sufficiently similar to those used in some
man soldiers, citizens of Rome who had participated in the sections of the bridge and the breakwater to suggest that
Civil Wars and the Cantabrian Wars, at least, and who had all three structures were built as a part of the same project
(cf. Álvarez Martínez 1983, 66–69; Osland 2011, 93). The
1 Previous occupation of the site of the Roman colony appears granite and concrete embankment was also built in a way
to have been much earlier, dating to the Chalcolithic, Bronze, that clearly accommodated the city’s large-scale drainage
and Early Iron Ages, extending only as late as the eighth cen- network, as provision was made for several cloaca openings along the preserved 250 m of the embankment (Figtury BC (Barrientos Vera et al. 1999).
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Figure 6. Guadiana Bridge and Alcazaba de Mérida, with cloaca opening indicated.

ure 6) – perhaps again intended to reflect the Romans’
efforts to control the movements of local groundwater
in Rome (the Cloaca Maxima emerges from a similar, if
much larger, archway into the Tiber’s stream) and even the
channel of the Tiber River itself (cf. Platner 1911, 85–88).

excavation activity. The early colony’s history thus has to
be reconstructed from later evidence and a large body of
epigraphic evidence. The epigraphic remains suggest that
one of the first concerns of the city’s benefactors was the
entertainment precinct on the southern edge of the city,
comprising a theater, an amphitheater, and their associated public spaces. The theater was dedicated in the name
of Marcus Agrippa, during his third consulship and third
time holding tribunician power, i.e. 16 BC (CIL 2, 474. Cf.
Ramírez Sádaba 2003, inv. 3–8). The fragmentary dedicatory inscriptions from the amphitheater place its construction in roughly the same period, with an inauguration in
the year 8 BC (Ramírez Sádaba 2003, inv. 9–11, with bibliography). The fact that Augustus and Agrippa are named
as benefactors indicates that, even if neither was directly
involved, the donation of key structures like the theater
and amphitheater was an important priority for the two
most important men in the Roman world (cf. Edmondson
2011, 35).

For their part, these cloacas point to a high degree of careful urban planning from early in the city’s history; in all
cases thus far documented, the city’s drainage cloacas correspond exactly with the line of the city’s street grid, typically running along the center of the earliest version of the
stone-paved roads (Alba Calzado 2001). The close connection between the drainage network and the intramural
street grid seems self-evident – the stone-paved road surfaces all but necessitated a comprehensive system of drainage to ensure that rainwater and domestic runoff could
be adequately channeled out of the city, and the proper
maintenance of the cloaca system required that these be
built in areas that were readily accessible. There may also
be a direct association between the construction of one
or more of the city’s aqueducts and the need for a reli- Roughly contemporaneous numismatic evidence (the
able drainage system, though questions remain regarding coins of P. Carisius) may suggest that the city was already
both the exact chronology of the city’s aqueducts and the protected with a wall by this period, with at least one envolume of water these may have been capable of provid- trance embellished with a monumental double gate (RIC
ing in their earliest phases (see Osland 2011, 100–6, with 9a–c and plt. 1; RPC 10, 12, etc.).2 Long stretches of what
bibliography).
has traditionally been identified as the Augustan city wall
have been excavated throughout the modern city, allowGiven the apparent prestige of the colony upon its inception, with close ties to the imperial ideology of the new 2 The exact date of these coins is uncertain, but a range
Princeps, it is somewhat surprising that virtually no physic. 25–2 BC seems secure, and perhaps in the range 22–19 BC
cal evidence of Augustan period building or occupation
(cf. RPC 69; Lacey 1979). In the Roman Provincial Coinage
activity has yet come to light, despite over a century of
(pp. 69–71) the double-gate is identified as a ‘camp entrance.’
6
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ing for a fairly accurate reconstruction of the early city’s for some of the city’s early and late phases. Based on the
intramural area and spread (see Figure 2). Perhaps more remains now visible, it is clear that earlier archaeological
interestingly, unpublished excavation activity in the 1980s work on the site uncovered a large late Roman house, the
confirmed the existence of a double gate just inside the Casa Romana de la Alcazaba, along with a 200-m stretch
medieval Alcazaba, corresponding reasonably closely of the imperial city wall (Pérez Outeriño 1987). In addiwith the gate depicted on the coins of Carisius (Álvarez tion, that work allowed for a comprehensive reconstrucMartínez 1985, 40). The chronology of this gate and its as- tion and consolidation project on the Medieval Alcazaba’s
sociated road surfaces and wall sections remains unclear, riverside wall, which had fallen into such disrepair that
but the format is tantalizingly similar to the double gate its collapse was imminent. Materials from the 1970s and
on coins of Augustus and Tiberius that were minted in 1980s excavation project have occasionally made their way
Emerita (Figure 7).
into the publications of the Museo Nacional de Arte Romano (e.g., Jérez Linde 2004; idem 2005; Pérez Outeriño
Excavation Site: Background and Location 1993; Vázquez de la Cueva 1985), but without a complete
excavation report it has thus far been impossible to reconThe University of Otago excavation campaign in Mérida struct the specific phases of use in the area cleared by this
was designed as a targeted, research-driven excavation project. Thus, one of the goals of the current project was
project focusing on questions around Roman and post- to document detailed chronological information regardRoman urbanism. It was due in part to ongoing uncer- ing changes to the urban structure from the time of the
tainty surrounding the supposed Augustan date of the city’s foundation down through the construction of the
Roman city that a site straddling the Roman city wall was Moorish Alcazaba.
selected for this project. The specific site was set on the
southwestern side of the city and inside the Alcazaba de
Mérida, a Moorish fortress built in the ninth century AD,
in an area where previously-identified remains offered
a reasonable degree of certainty that relevant evidence
could be uncovered.
The site chosen for intramural and extramural excavation
work had been partially cleared by previous excavation
and consolidation work, conducted in the 1970s and 1980s.
However, because this earlier activity remains largely unpublished, it was hoped from the outset that this new excavation project would offer concrete new evidence for how
this particular area of the city evolved in the Roman and
Medieval periods, including firm chronological evidence

Figure 7. Foundations of a city gate, excavated in the 1980s.
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Chapter 2: Extramural Trench - Trench 1

Trench 1 Overview

built in the ninth or tenth century (cf. Feijoo Martínez
2001; Feijoo Martínez and Alba Calzado 2005). The dimensions of Trench 1 were constrained by several factors:
a) the Roman city wall to the E; b) the amount of space
needed to preserve a safe walkway between the trench and
the cistern vestibule building, as this is part of the regular
tourist circuit through the Alcazaba; and c) the southern
edge of one of the earlier excavation projects that affected
this area (Figure 9).

Over the course of the monthlong excavation, two trenches were opened, one on either side of the Roman city wall
(Figure 8). The extramural trench (hereafter Trench 1),
measuring c. 5.4 × 2.6 m (maximum dimensions), focused
on a small area immediately to the N of the Aljibe ‘vestibule’ structure, a Moorish period cistern entrance building
located some 7 m W of the Roman city wall and possibly

Figure 8. General site plan of the 2016 University of Otago Excavations in the Alcazaba de Mérida.
8
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Figure 9. Trench 1, before the start of excavations.

Trench 1 Excavation

ceramic tubes used to build this pipe is just under 10 cm,
which would have allowed for a high volume of drainage,
Trench 1 was set up against the profile of earlier excava- especially given a fairly pronounced downhill slope.
tion work conducted around the cistern vestibule building (Feijoo Martínez 2001). Excavations began with the After this pipe and its protective covering had been carecontemporary dirt surface that rests against the imperial fully documented, the entire structure was dismantled and
city wall on the northeastern side of the trench and slopes excavation work proceeded. Just a few centimeters below
downward toward the Guadiana River on the W, likely fol- the level of the trench into which the drainpipe was laid,
lowing the natural geological incline in that direction (Fig- but on the southern corner of Trench 1, a small stoneure 10). From the outset it was clear that this trench would lined cist tomb appeared, disappearing into the excavation
encounter evidence for significant modern/contemporary profile on the southwestern edge of the trench. This cist
activity, as a very large opening had been cut through the turned out to contain only a few partial human leg bones,
imperial city wall to allow for the insertion of a ceramic placed over each other in a way that implies a secondary
pipe, whose opening is clearly visible on the opposite side burial position. From the level of preservation of the cist
of the wall, i.e., when viewed from the NE (Figure 11).
itself and from the position of the human remains it is
clear that the original tomb suffered extensive damage due
The modern pipe for which this opening had been cut was to later activity on the site (Figure 14; also Figure 15).
documented across the entire length of Trench 1, from the
city wall through to the SW profile, just a few cm below At this same time, the partially visible remains of another
the contemporary surface (Figure 12). The pipe, unidad es- human burial were brought to the attention of the excavatratigráfica (stratigraphic unit, hereafter ue) 2, consisted of tion team, just outside the southwestern edge of Trench 2
a series of ceramic tubes roughly 40 cm in length, glazed (see Figure 15). After consultation with the Director of Aron the interior surface. Each of the individual tubes tapers chaeology and the Scientific Director of the Consorcio, it
slightly from the uphill end to the downhill end, and they was determined that the best course of action would be to
were connected end-to-end in order to provide a continu- document this burial as well, including the data in the site
ous channel across the trench (Figure 13). This pipe was set plan for the current intervention. This burial was labeled
into a trench (ue 13) and then covered with a layer of roof- ue 26 and carefully excavated in a very compact stratum of
tiles (on the top) and bricks (along the sides) held together dirt, as it lay precisely in the path normally used by tourwithin a concrete matrix. The minimum diameter of the ists visiting the Alcazaba monument.The deceased was
9
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Figure 10. Trench 1, before the start of excavations, showing the slope.

Figure 11. Intramural view of the Roman city wall, showing the location of the modern pipe (R) and Trench 2 (L).
10
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Figure 12. Modern pipe (ue 2) in Trench 1.

Figure 13. Detail showing the construction method of the
modern pipe (ue 2) in Trench 1.

placed in an apparently unlined pit, on the left side, with
legs flexed into a kneeling position. As a result, the right
(upper) portion of the skeleton, along with much of the
cranium, had been worn away by decades of foot traffic. It Figure 14. Human remains (ue 20) documented in Trench 1.
was possible, however, to document the somewhat unusual position of the individual, who appears to have been
a juvenile (femur length as preserved c. 30 cm) (Figure 16). number of similar graves were documented in that project, all clearly arranged around the edges of the cistern
These two burials in Trench 1 allow us to tie the 2016 exca- vestibule building, including two adult inhumations just a
vation plan into earlier work conducted in the 1990s, dur- meter or so to the E of these two burials, and at almost exing the consolidation of the nearby Aljibe (cistern com- actly the same altitude (211.79 m asl, compared with 211.86
plex) and associated structures (Feijoo Martínez 2001). A and 211.91 for ue 20 and ue 26, respectively) (Figure 17).
11
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Figure 15. Plan of Trench 1 burials (ue 20 and ue 26) and the modern pipe (ue 2).

Figure 16. Tomb ue 26 in Trench 1.
12
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The proximity of all four of these burials, their identical
SW-NE orientation (in all four cases) and their similar altitude all point to a very close association between them.
Indeed, the proximity of this juvenile burial (ue 26) to the
adjacent adult inhumation (ue 105) from the 1999 excavation (less than 0.5 m separates them) may well point to a
family connection (Figure 18). In any case, the orientation
of all of these burials – the two documented in 2016 and
the others documented in 1999 – is clearly related to that
of the cistern vestibule building, around which they are
generally arrayed. Given the complete absence of any associated materials in our burials, the proposed chronology
is derived from a stratigraphic reading of the excavated
site, which places these burials after the fourteenth cen-

tury (and therefore roughly in line with the chronology
proposed for the burials excavated in 1999. Cf. Feijoo Martínez 2001, 196 and 199–200).
From the level of these burials, the excavation proceeded
down through several strata of fill and materials that likely
date to the late Medieval or early Modern periods, to judge
from the scant ceramic materials preserved. Taken as a
group, these strata appear to represent the casual build
up of domestic waste and occasional building materials
against the still-visible exterior surface of the Roman city
wall. One stratum, ue 49, consisted of a number of large
stones spread evenly across the entire eastern side of the
trench. Given their positioning on the side of the trench

Figure 17. Plan showing Trench 1 and the adjacent area excavated in 1999.
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Figure 18. Plan showing Trench 1 burials in relation to those from the 1999 excavation.

nearest the Roman city wall and their similarities to the
stones used to build this wall, they have tentatively been
identified as an upper course of that wall, intentionally
dismantled for some unknown reason. The very small set
of ceramics includes a handful of glazed Moorish period
fragments, which in this case point to a likely date in or
after the eleventh century AD.3
From this level, the excavation continued through several
strata also deposited in the Medieval (Moorish) period.
The fill in these strata (ue 52, ue 58, ue 59) was similar to
that in ue 49 and ue 42, which covered them, and included
dissolved adobe building material, brick and stone fragments, and the occasional roof tile. Ceramic remains were
sufficiently abundant to offer a date in the Moorish period,
likely in the eleventh or twelfth century AD. From under
this series of strata gradually emerged a large, loose stra3 Mérida’s 500-year Moorish period can be broken down into
several sub-phases, on the basis of the ceramic evidence.
However, the medieval ceramics from this excavation still
have to undergo further review before a more comprehensive and detailed reconstruction of this period of the site’s
history can be offered.
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tum of dark brown earth (ue 80) across the entire trench,
from the imperial city wall all the way to the SW profile. A
squared granite block (ue 86) projected through this stratum right where it rests up against the imperial city wall.
This stratum (ue 80) was relatively shallow on its northeastern side, and significantly deeper – over 30 cm – on
the southwestern side. This stratum seems to have been
laid down as leveling fill, designed to even out what would
otherwise have been a very uneven surface. The presence
of a polychrome architectural tile (Figure 19) in this stratum points to a deposition from the fourteenth century
onward, i.e., significantly later than the period suggested
by the strata deposited over it (ue 52 and ue 58). This piece
may represent an accidental intrusion into the context,
given the total absence of any similar materials in this or
subsequent (later) strata. However, the presence of another
architectural tile decorated in a similar technique (with
different motif) in stratum ue 89, a small patch of earth
deposited directly in the center of ue 90 (the top surface
of the reinforcement wall) appears to confirm some early
modern activity on the site. It is therefore highly likely that
later use has significantly affected the stratigraphic relationships on the northeastern side of the trench, where it
meets up against the city wall.
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the reuse of squared granite blocks from earlier Roman
monuments and in part to the use of a very sandy concrete
mortar to hold the reinforcement’s core together. This surface appears to be the natural result of a concerted effort
to remove the reused granite blocks for incorporation into
some other building project – possibly either the Alcazaba
itself, in the ninth century, or the nearby cistern complex.

Immediately to the W of the granite block reinforcement,
and running the full width of the trench (NW-SE), a deposit of irregularly-sized stones was documented (ue 96,
see Figure 20). This deposit was made up of small and
medium-sized stones and brick fragments mixed together with an earth and clay matrix, and its regular width
(c. 0.5 m) and straight line initially led to its identification
Figure 19. Polychrome architectural tile from ue 80.
as a wall socle. However, it has since been re-classified as
a deposit of stones and other construction materials right
The granite block projecting through stratum ue 80 was up against the reinforcement wall (ue 126), directly over a
eventually revealed to be resting directly on top of the pre- use surface (ue 103) and possibly associated in some way
served section of late antique reinforcement to the impe- with the dismantling of the upper courses of the reinforcerial city wall (ue 90) (Figure 20). The top of the preserved ment wall. This deposit’s straight line and orientation are,
wall section offers a relatively flat surface, due in part to thus, likely drawn from the adjacent reinforcement wall.

UE 90

UE 96

Figure 20. Plan showing remains associated with the partially-dismantled late antique reinforcement.
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The deposit runs the full width of the trench, c. 2.0 m, dis- from that of ue 115, however, as none of the pottery preappearing into both trench profiles immediately to the W served shows any sign of glazing, and all of the fragments
of the wall reinforcment.
documented come from closed, coarseware vessels. On
the (admittedly slender) ceramic evidence, ue 124 could
Ue 96 incorporated a small amount of pottery that should plausibly be dated as early as the eighth century.
provide a terminus post quem for its deposition, but unfortunately there are no diagnostic fragments apart from Under these two strata (ue 115 and ue 124), and clearly resta base fragment from an African Red-Slip (ARS) vessel ing against the reinforcement wall (ue 126) on the eastern
(likely a coarse version of Hayes ARS D form 67, dating late side of the trench, appeared another stratum consisting
fourth to early fifth century). Another body/base fragment primarily of loose, sandy earth, mixed with construction
from a closed vessel is decorated in a fashion that does materials (brick and rooftile fragments) and small and
not appear to be consistent with a Moorish-period context medium-sized stones (ue 120). The uneven depth of this
(Figure 21), but with the adjacent stratum ue 80 this may stratum – c. 0.4 m deep right up against the reinforcepoint to an early modern date, from the fifteenth century ment and c. 0.2 m deep as measured 1 m W of the reinonward. To the immediate SW of this stone deposit (ue forcement – suggests that the earth was deposited against
96), a use surface was documented (ue 103). It is not clear the reinforcement wall, sloping away from the wall as it
how this surface was used, whether as a floor surface or accumulated. A similar slope – downward from NW to
as a path/roadway adjacent to the city wall. Materials de- SE – was also documented across the northwestern side of
posited directly over this surface (ue 91) are undiagnostic the trench. This may hint at the presence of a rectangular
closed coarseware body fragments, but materials in the tower extension on the late antique reinforcement immestratum supporting this surface (ue 104) point to a medi- diately to the NW of Trench 1, where remains of such a
eval date, with decorative (painted) styles characteristic of tower are still clearly visible due to previous work on the
the ninth and tenth centuries.
site (Figure 22). According to this reconstruction, then, ue
120 slopes away from the (documented) reinforcement
Below the level of these deposits and the associated use wall and its (putative) tower, being preserved at its deepsurface, a further four distinct strata were documented, to est where it rests up against these structures (Figure 23).
an additional depth of 1.6 meters below the top surface of
the reinforcement wall (ue 90) as currently preserved. The Due to time constraints and concerns about access and
first of these (ue 115), immediately underneath the deposit safety, it was not possible to pursue the southwestern porof stones and building material (ue 96) and the use sur- tion of this unit more than c. 1.0 m from the reinforcement
face/fill stratum (ue 103/ue 104), contained honey-glazed wall and the edge of the (theoretical) tower. This stratum
ceramic fragments pointing to a date from the tenth cen- had the yellowish sandy texture typical of collapsed adobe
tury onward. This stratum is thinner, at c. 0.5 m, where walls in Mérida, and, as already mentioned, included abunit rests against the reinforcement wall and then thicker/ dant fragmentary construction materials. All of this was
deeper, up to 1.0 m as it progresses to the W. This uneven mixed with a relatively large group of late Roman pottery
depth suggests that this was a leveling fill layer, possibly in- materials, including a handful of African Red-Slip (ARS D)
tended to prepare the area for the activity associated with vessel base fragments, some Late Spanish sigillata (TSHT),
the subsequent use surface (ue 103). To the immediate W and an African lamp base stamped with a possible chi-rho
of this fill layer appeared a similar stratum, ue 124, which symbol. A single fragment from a long-beaked lamp typihas been identified tentatively as the western extension cal from the ninth century onward has been taken to offer
of ue 115. The ceramic profile of ue 124 is slightly different the terminus post quem for this context. However because
the remainder of the materials are all consistent with a
date in the fifth/sixth century, it is also possible that this
fragment is an intrusion from the interface with stratum
ue 115, above, whose ceramic materials offer a date more
in line with the Moorish period lamp. In any case, this
stratum (ue 120) seems to represent a waste dump, located
just outside the (Roman and late antique) city wall and
conveniently near to the road, which must have passed just
3 or 4 m to the S. This waste may have come from a domestic setting or an intramural construction project, which
involved the partial dismantling and clearing of an earlier
structure, as implied by the presence of sandy yellowish
fill often associated with disintegrated adobe construction.
The deepest stratum documented (only partially) in this
trench is ue 128, a reddish sandy stratum under the section of ue 120 closest to the reinforcement wall, and again
clearly post-dating this. The few ceramic materials provided by this stratum include a fragment of ARS D and two

Figure 21. Painted ceramic fragment from ue 96.
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Figure 22. A section of Roman and Late antique city wall uncovered in previous excavations.

Figure 23. Projected extent of the late antique reinforcement tower and wall.
17
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blackened coarseware fragments in a fabric typical of the
Late Antique period, so a very rough date range between
the fifth and seventh centuries has been proposed. Having reached a depth of over 3.2 m below the contemporary
surface, and a depth of 1.6 m below the top surface of the
reinforcement wall (ue 126), it was determined that the
NW and SE profiles of the trench were too unstable for
work to continue (Figure 24). Figure 25 is a photogrammetric image of the entire trench at the conclusion of work
there, prepared by the design team of the Consorcio de
Mérida (Figure 25). The trench was left open for four more
weeks, during the study period for the small finds, after
which the entire trench was protected with geotextile fabric and buried up to the level of the contemporary surface.

Trench 1 Interpretation
Trench 1 offers a narrow window of evidence into the evolution of this area of the city from Late Antiquity down
through the Modern period, and by association with
nearby structures it is possible to reconstruct a general
trajectory of the site’s use across eight or nine centuries.
Sometime after the construction of Emerita’s Roman city
wall (Activity 1, hereafter A#), a massive granite-block reinforcement was added (A17), nearly doubling the wall’s
width. The imperial city wall likely dates to the late first
century BC or the early decades AD, but no firm archaeological evidence relating to the construction of the wall

Figure 25. Photogrammetric depiction of Trench 1 at the
conclusion of excavations.

has ever been published.4 The reinforcement wall is typically dated to the late fifth century, on the basis of excavation remains (Alba Calzado 2004b, 228) and by association with a manuscript copy of what appears to have been
an original fifth-century inscription found on the bridge
over the Guadiana River in the ninth century (Osland 2011,
256–69, with bibliography). Unfortunately, the 2016 excavation did not reveal any new information regarding the
date of the reinforcement, apart from the fact that it must
have been standing by the seventh or eighth century, when
the earliest strata in Trench 1 were deposited.
Assuming the reinforcement dates to c. AD 500, it appears
to have remained in use for at least two or three centuries,
long enough for a substantial succession of waste deposits
(A18) to build up at its base, eventually leaving it buried
to a depth of roughly 2.5 m (calculated from the estimated
height of bedrock at this site). Deposits documented in
Trench 1 indicate that this stretch of the reinforcement
wall was still visible and functioning into the eighth century, at least, when the city was conquered by Moorish
Figure 24. Photo showing Trench 1 with unstable NW profile
under the modern pipe.

4 The chronology of the wall is discussed in detail below, see
pp. 45 and 53–54.
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forces. No evidence for the historically-attested Moorish
siege of the city in 711–713 was found in the excavation,
but the effects of this conquest were eventually felt on this
portion of the city. In the ninth century, a long stretch of
the city wall and reinforcement went out of use, when the
Alcazaba was built with two of its walls running perpendicular to the city wall, cutting it off from the rest of the
wall circuit. It is clear from the height of the wall as currently preserved (212.4 m asl) that at least some portion
of it would have been visible during the construction of
the Alcazaba. Because the Alcazaba was designed to hold
a Moorish military garrison, apparently in reprisal for the
city’s ongoing resistance against the Emirate of Córdoba,
the destruction of the Roman and late antique wall circuit may well have fit with the overall plan to pacify the
city and assert full Emiral control of its territory (Feijoo
Martínez and Alba Calzado 2005, 568–9; cf. Hernández
1940, 198).

(Aljibe). The ninth/tenth century use level documented in
Trench 1, c. 210.5 m asl, corresponds reasonably well with
that of the lower (interior) entrance platform leading to
the cistern staircases, whose measured altitude is 209.9 m
asl. The slight difference can easily be accounted for by the
natural slope of the terrain, downward from the city wall
toward the nearby Guadiana River. By contrast, the threshold stone of the upper (exterior) entrance to the cistern
vestibule building measures at 211.7 m asl, over a meter
higher than the nearby groundlevel would have been in
the ninth/tenth century, when this was theoretically built
(Feijoo Martínez and Alba Calzado 2005, e.g.). It is highly
unlikely that the structure designed to provide easy and
safe access to the water table would have been raised above
the contemporaneous groundlevel, especially if the whole
complex was designed, as seems likely, to facilitate access
for pack animals (cf. Feijoo Martínez and Alba Calzado
2005, 570–2).

In the period following the construction of the Alcazaba
– which clearly involved the spoliation of building materials from the late antique reinforcement wall and the city’s
extensive ring of funerary monuments – a substantial
volume of earth and dismantled adobe, stone, and brick
accumulated against the city wall. This eventually served
as leveling fill for a new use surface (ue 103) at c. 210.5 m
asl, approximately 3–3.5 m above bedrock as measured at
the exposed foundation of the city wall near the current
entrance to the Alcazaba monument (206.9 m asl). Late
antique fill already present in the area may well have covered over much of the base of the wall, as deposits possibly
dating from the fifth-through-eighth centuries have been
documented up to c. 210 m asl in Trench 1. By the time
stratum ue 104 was laid down to serve as the base for use
surface ue 103, in the ninth or tenth century, ground level
had risen to 210.5 m asl, at almost the exact same height
as the preserved upper surface of the reinforcement wall
in this area. However, based on the current excavation remains, it seems unlikely that this particular stretch of the
reinforcement wall was dismantled in the ninth century
to provide materials for the construction of the Alcazaba.
This is because the strata deposited directly over the partially-dismantled reinforcement contained polychrome
architectural tiles that likely place this activity in the fourteenth century, at the earliest, and probably a century or
two later. This evidence would seem to offer a reasonably
firm date after the fourteenth century for the removal
of granite blocks from this section of the reinforcement
wall for incorporation into other structures. This could
relate, for example, to additions and modifications to the
cistern vestibule building and its later Christian church,
which is documented as early as the end of the fifteenth
century (Feijoo Martínez 2001, 200). The construction of
an early version of the convent of the Order of Santiago
in the northern angle of the Alcazaba may also have inspired a search for readily-available granite blocks in the
fourteenth-sixteenth century.

As it is currently restored, this ‘vestibule’ building has two
interior staircases, one at each end. The staircase on the
northern end of the building may be a modern restoration,
as it is absent from the eighteenth-century drawings done
by Manuel de Villena Moziño (Feijoo Martínez and Alba
Calzado 2005, figs. 14 and 15; Cantó 2001, fig. 15). Similarly,
the southern staircase is documented in the late eighteenth
century drawings but is absent from the drawings of Félix
Hernández (1940, 202 and fig. 173), where only a northern
staircase is documented. The northern staircase covers the
vertical distance from the vestibule floor to the threshold,
a height of 1.8 m across a relatively short distance (c. 2.5 m)
just overlapping the doorpost of the northern cistern staircase entrance (Figure 26; see also Figure 30). This results
in a rise of 7 steps, across a distance of c. 2.5 m (allowing
for an upper entrance platform as currently reconstructed
of c. 1.5 m) – a somewhat steep staircase for humans, let
alone for pack animals possibly carrying water containers
(approximate rise of c. 26 cm each, with a run of c. 42 cm).
A further complication is added by the width of both the
northern and southern doorways, whose reused Visigothic
period pilasters offer some degree of confidence regarding their original width – in neither case more than 1.0 m
(Figure 27).5 A pack animal burdened with full water containers of any sort would surely have struggled to make
the grade of these stairs and then navigate such a narrow
doorway, and the original builders will have been fully
aware of the potential problem. This is why the two lower
doorways are each over 1.6 m in width, and their staircases
comprise broad, shallow steps that are more suited for the
use of pack animals (46 steps across c. 23.5 m, approximate
rise of c. 15 cm each, with a run of c. 50 cm).

The evidence from Trench 1 may allow for a more detailed
understanding of the phases of the nearby cistern complex
19

This set of problems raises the possibility that the vestibule building was added as a second phase of the cistern
5 The pilasters of the southern entrance are not mentioned by
F. Hernández in his list of the reused marble materials visible
in his day (1940, 202). This may simply be an oversight, as the
southern pilasters are clearly depicted in Villena Moziño’s
earlier drawings.
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Figure 26. Eighteenth-century drawing of the cistern vestibule building by Manuel de Villena Moziño
(adapted from Cantó 2001, fig. 15).

Figure 27. Reused Visigothic period pilasters flanking the north (L) and south (R) entrances to the cistern vestibule building.
(Images adapted from Wikimedia Commons, uploaded by user Xosema. North entrance from: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/6/60/M%C3%A9rida_-_Alcazaba_-_01.JPG. South entrance from: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/56/
M%C3%A9rida_-_Alcazaba_-_03.JPG. Both under creative commons license: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en).
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complex, after the surrounding ground level had risen
substantially. A simpler original access to the long cistern
staircase might have been in a straight, rather than via
a perpendicular entrance with a much steeper staircase
(cf. Feijoo Martínez and Alba Calzado 2005, figs. 3 and
6). The possibility that the cistern access staircase came
first, and that the entrance structure (which may also have
functioned as a mosque) was added later admittedly conflicts with the interpretation of Santiago Feijoo Martínez,
who conducted excavations in the area in 1999, and who
suggests that the entire complex is a single project dating
to the ninth century, though with numerous subsequent
modifications (Feijoo Martínez 2001, 197). The reuse of
eight Visigothic period pilasters in the cistern staircase
entrance (three pilasters), at the bottom of the staircase
(one pilaster), and in the vestibule building (two flanking
each entrance) might perhaps be taken to indicate that the
whole complex was the result of a single building project
(so Hernández 1940, 202–3). On the other hand, the inconsistent use of these pilasters – two as lintels (over the
cistern staircase entrance), five as doorposts (four in the
vestibule building and one as the S doorpost of the cistern
staircase entrance), and one as an apparent architectural
flourish at the bottom of the cistern staircase – appears
to confirm that there was no definite guiding principle
behind their incorporation into the complex. Indeed, one
of the more striking characteristics of the complex as it
currently stands is the fact that the entrance to the cistern
staircases includes only three such pilasters (two as lintels and one as a post) where we might naturally expect
to see two more, as the central and northern doorposts
(María Cruz Villalón describes three more pilasters also
‘removed from the Aljibe building recently’, as nos. 19, 20,
and 21 of her catalogue; 1985, 50–51 and 166). In a simpler
original configuration, this may well be how the original
complex was laid out, with five pilasters incorporated into

the cistern staircase entrance and the remaining two pilasters (possibly those now on the southern entrance to the
vestibule building, given their much higher level of wear)
functioning as doorposts to a single original entrance on
the eastern side of the complex, directly in line with the
cistern staircase.
Comparing the drawings from the eighteenth and early
twentieth centuries raises a number of other discrepancies.
The more recent plan indicates that only a northern staircase is preserved inside the vestibule building, whereas the
eighteenth century plan includes only a southern staircase
(compare Figure 28 to Figure 26, above). The earlier drawing also includes one more pilaster in the cistern staircase
entrance, placing one between the two access doorways as
a central doorpost. By the time Félix Herández studied the
complex in the 1930s, this pilaster had been removed, as it
is not included in his drawing (see Figure 28). It may well
have been taken out to form part of a private collection in
the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and
there are at least two pilasters in the Visigothic Collection housed in the Monasterio de Santa Clara (nos. 40 and
46, which has been significantly recut for later use) that
are quite similar to those in the cistern complex (Figure
29). One of them, no. 40, is in excellent condition, comparable to the pilasters reused over the doorways to the
cistern staircase, and nearly identical to them in terms of
decorations (Figure 30). This one was excavated from the
complex identified as the xenodochium of Masona, and so
is not included in Cruz Villalón’s catalog. Its similarities
to the other pilasters discussed here essentially confirms
that the pilasters reused in the Moorish period Aljibe
were originally used to decorate the sixth century xenodochium on the northeastern side of Mérida (Cruz Villalón 1985, 166). Thus, these are all surely from the same
original (Visigothic period) structure, but here we are also

Figure 28. Drawing of the cistern vestibule building by Félix Hernández (adapted from Hernández 1940, fig. 173).
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Figure 29. Pilasters in the Visigothic Collection, Mérida. 40 (L) was excavated from the ‘Xenodochium of Masona’ in the
1990s; 46 (R) is from the collection of the Duques de la Roca

interested in their reuse context, which is, unfortunately, known when or how it came to be housed in the Palacio
not always known. For example, the recut pilaster (Visig- del Duque de la Roca.
othic Collection no. 46) appears to be from the Duque
de la Roca collection (Cruz Villalón no. 22), and it is not The possibility that the cistern complex as currently pre-

Figure 30. Visigothic period pilasters reused in the (interior) cistern entrance. (Image modified from:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/elgolem/11398597026, under creative commons license. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/)
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served was built in two or more stages presents a couple
advantages over the traditional interpretation of the complex as the result of a single building project (Hernández
1940, 202–3; Feijoo Martínez 2001, 197; Feijoo Martínez
and Alba Calzado 2005). First, as already indicated above,
it eliminates both of the awkwardly narrow and steep
northern and southern staircases of the vestibule/entrance
building, allowing for much easier access to the interior
cistern staircase (the interior staircase offers a slope of
c. 16°, compared with 31° and 35° slopes for the southern
and northern doors to the vestibule building).6 Second,
this interpretation also allows for the possibility that some
version of the earlier Roman road coming out of the city
at this point continued in use into the ninth and tenth
centuries, though at a much higher level than the Roman
surface. This, in turn, provides a good explanation for the
orientation of then entire cistern complex, which is slightly out of alignment with the Alcazaba itself, but perfectly
aligned with the Roman city’s street grid (as already noted
by Santiago Feijoo Martínez 2001, 197–9; cf. Hernández
1940, 202. Contra the explanation of Feijoo Martínez and
Alba Calzado 2005, 575–6, where the orientation is associ-

ated with the religious function of the complex) (Figure
31). Under this reconstruction, the addition of the vestibule building (or a modified, re-configured version of a
structure which is no longer preserved) after the initial
construction of the cistern and staircase must have taken
place after an adjustment to the line of the old Roman
road, because the northern portion of the new vestibule
building cuts directly across the line of that earlier road.
The addition of the vestibule building, with its steep staircases and narrow doorways, may also have taken place
when there was no longer a need for large-scale water collection using beasts of burden, which would have permitted the use of a much steeper staircase designed mainly
for human use.

A reasonable context for the dramatic decrease in the demands placed on this cistern exists any time between the
late ninth century, when the final (documented) uprising
of the city was crushed and the city was subjected to a
further stage of dismantling (cf. Hernández 1940, 198, with
n. 6 and bibliography) and the thirteenth century ‘reconquista’ of the city. After the late ninth century the city represented a much reduced threat to the central authority in
6 As m/m slope, these would be rendered 1:3.43, 1:1.67, and Córdoba, and the size of the garrison it housed could be
1:1.38, respectively. In any case, the vestibule staircases are substantially reduced (or after c. 930, with the establishboth roughly twice as steep as the cistern access staircases. ment of the Caliphate of Córdoba; cf. Feijoo Martínez and
Simiarly, the cistern access entrances are, at c. 1.6 m wide, Alba Calzado 2005, 581). Based on the historical accounts,
nearly twice as wide as the vestibule building entrances (both it is likely that a mosque was added to the cistern complex
under 1 m wide).
in this period, as such a structure is attested soon after the

Figure 31. Alcazaba de Mérida, with Roman roads and city wall superimposed (adapted from Google Earth).
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Christian conquest (Feijoo Martínez and Alba Calzado
2005, 572–6). This would naturally have shifted the primary focus of the complex, from the utilitarian provision of
abundant water for a military garrison under the constant
threat of insurrection to a religious, peacetime association. This is not to say that the cistern did not continue to
provide water to the governor and a military detachment,
only that the volume of water needed was lower and pack
animals may no longer have been employed in this activity.

The most recent activity documented in Trench 1 comes
from the Modern/Contemporary period. This involved
the excavation of a narrow trench which was then filled
in with a water pipe, running the full length of the trench
from NE to SW, just inside the N trench profile. This pipe
consisted of a series of ceramic cylinders, each slightly tapered so that they could be inserted end to end and form a
continuous pipe. The cylinders were glazed on the interior,
and a date in the nineteenth or even twentieth century
seems quite likely, though no firm chronological indicaThere is some reason to believe that, whatever the specific tors were present in this context apart from the ceramic
functions of the vestibule building in the Moorish period, pipe itself. The whole thing was set into a shallow trench,
from the thirteenth century onward this building was con- and then lined on the sides with irregular brick fragments
verted into a Christian church or shrine (Feijoo Martínez and on the top with repurposed rooftiles, all of which was
2001, 199–201; Feijoo Martínez and Alba Calzado 2005, secured with a strong concrete matrix.
572–4). This evidence derives mainly from antiquarian accounts of the archaeological remains of Mérida from the The project that involved laying this pipe was apparently
fifteenth century onward, however, and so it should per- quite massive, as a large section of the imperial city wall
haps not be taken as definitive. The version of the struc- was dismantled to allow for the pipe to pass through. To
ture documented by Villena Moziño seems to represent the immediate N of Trench 1, on the other side of the
this building phase, but the layout of the church may well imperial city wall, the insertion point in the wall is now
reflect that of an earlier mosque. The latest (pre-modern) visible some 1.5 m above the intramural groundlevel (see
remains documented in Trench 1 can likely be associated Figure 11). It was not possible to trace the full length of the
with this phase of the site’s use, from the thirteenth cen- pipe, so neither endpoint has been identified. However, its
tury onward.
function seems to have been the drainage of wastewaters
from the northeastern half of the Alcazaba down toward
Stratigraphically, the two partial burials documented in the Guadiana River. Its construction can probably be asTrench 1 (A21 and A22) appear to post-date the partial sociated with a revision of the water supply for the convent
dismantling and reuse of the late antique reinforcement located in that corner of the fortress.
wall, both lying at c. 211.8 m asl (c. 1.5 m higher than the
use surface of A19). These burials fit into the typology
documented in the 1999 excavations around the cistern
complex, where a number of burials were documented
immediately surrounding the vestibule building. Apart
from the unlikelihood of Moorish (Islamic) burials immediately surrounding the main water supply for the Alcazaba fortress, the position of the individuals – on their
backs with their heads oriented toward the SW – is clearly
more in line with Mérida’s later (Christian) burial traditions. Moorish period burials documented in huge numbers elsewhere in the city consistently followed a different
pattern, with the deceased placed on their right side with
their head toward the W/SW and facing SE, presumably
toward Mecca (e.g., Barrientos Vera 2004a; Márquez Pérez
2005; Alba Calzado 2005a; idem 2005b).
The insertion of a Christian church over the vestibule
building in the later Medieval period would provide a
context appropriate for the subsequent burial of Mérida’s
Christian community. Members of the Order of Santiago
(St. James) visited the site as early as the late fifteenth century, and we know that the northern corner of the Alcazaba was transformed into a convent of the Order of Santiago during the late Medieval or early Modern period, at
the latest (Hernández 1940, 200; Feijoo Martínez and Alba
Calzado 2005, 572). Thus, there is good reason to believe
that these medieval burials were laid out in or very near
to the grounds of a Christian church, and perhaps also
within the wider grounds of the convent, in keeping with
current mores.
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Chapter 3: Intramural Trench - Trench 2

Trench 2 Overview

2 was set immediately inside the imperial city wall, in a
space that was only partially cleared in excavations in the
The second trench dug in 2016 was not directly connected 1970s and 1980s. Earlier work in the area uncovered two
to Trench 1. This was due in large part to the desire to intersecting stone-paved road segments lining the southexcavate a portion of the intramural city road and gate western and southeastern sides of a Roman city block occomplex partially cleared in earlier work in this area, to cupied by a large house referred to as the Casa Romana de
provide new evidence regarding Roman and post-Roman la Alcazaba (Figure 32). The road on the southeastern side
urban structure. However, the trenches were very close to (running SW to NE) lines up directly with a brick-arched
each other, essentially straight across the Roman city wall gate (ue 60) in the city wall (ue 12), and the southeastern
from each other, which allowed the excavation team to ex- side of this gate was the subject of an unpublished excavaplore both trenches simultaneously (see Figure 8). Trench tion campaign in the early 2000s.

Figure 32. Aerial view of the site with structures uncovered in previous excavations outlined (adapted from Google Earth).
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Trench 2 reached bedrock at a final depth of 3.7 m below
the contemporary surface, at 207.294 m asl. The natural
incline of the bedrock inside the trench was recorded as
c. 0.26 m/m from N-S, and the area’s terrain more generally points to a slope from NE to SW, toward the broad
Guadiana River basin. Apart from a slight deviation on
its E corner, Trench 2 comprises a rough rectangle, with
measurements (maximum) of c. 4.1 m (SW-NE) by c. 3.5 m
(NW-SE); its total surface area excavated is 14.42 m2 (see
Figure 8). These dimensions were constrained by the adjacent paved Roman road surface to the NE (ue 33) and the
Roman imperial wall to the SW (ue 12). Several additional
permanent Roman structures were identified in the course
of the excavation, providing a rather confused snapshot
of the site’s evolution across several centuries of Roman
occupation. Due to contemporary excavation practices, in
a couple cases these structures also forced the adjustment
of the excavation parameters, substantially reducing the
area of excavation after a depth of about 1 m across much
of Trench 2. The final result is a pair of deep, compact ‘keyhole’ excavations, one at the very base of the imperial city
wall and the other some 2 m to the NE of the city wall,
inside a riverstone structure (ue 47) whose function remains unclear. Despite this series of constraints, and the
extremely difficult excavation conditions which resulted,
the team was still able to excavate all the way through to
bedrock inside both of these archaeological ‘windows.’

only that these activities took place across the Roman and
possibly Late Antique periods.
The majority of the trench offered a relatively flat contemporary surface, divided in two sections by a transverse
wall of reused materials (ue 8) running straight from the
Roman road on the NE (running NW-SE) to the imperial city wall (Figure 33). On the NE side, the trench was
separated from the adjacent paved road section (ue 33) by
two large squared granite blocks (ue 10 and ue 11), typical
of the type frequently incorporated into structures after
the Roman period in Mérida. All of these – the transverse
wall and the reused granite blocks – were set in place at
the conclusion of the excavation work in the 1980s, so after they had been documented they were removed from
the site. This allowed work to proceed relatively quickly at
first, through a series of loose strata identified as leveling
fill. Several of these strata (ue 4, ue 9, and ue 14) contained
a mix of modern/contemporary pottery, Roman pottery,
and late Roman/late antique pottery (ARS D in particular),
confirming the initial suspicion that this leveling fill consisted of excavation backfill from earlier work in the area.

The first stratum in Trench 2 possibly undisturbed by
recent activity was ue 16, which offered materials of a
general Roman date, with one fragment of ARS possibly
corresponding to Hayes form 73 and therefore giving a
terminus post quem in the last quarter of the fourth cenNo published excavation on this side of the city has ever tury. This date would also account for the presence of
allowed researchers to document Roman strata all the way Late Spanish sigillata (TSHT) in the context. Immediately
down to bedrock so close to the city wall, and we took the below this stratum, which covered the entire trench and
somewhat unusual step of screening the earth in a 0.3 × reached a depth ranging from c. 10 cm in the N corner to
0.3 cm screen during the final two weeks of the excavation 20 cm against the city wall, appeared a large stratum of
in Trench 2. This activity all but guaranteed the collec- sandy yellowish earth (ue 17) some 40 cm deep. This stration of all identifiable archaeological materials, particu- tum covered the entire trench, except for the SE margin,
larly the ceramics, glass, and metal materials that might
eventually prove instrumental in reconstructing a detailed
chronological portrait of the site’s use in Roman times. A
large number of carbon samples were also collected in the
course of the excavation of Trench 2, allowing for the possibility of additional scientific analysis in the future.

Trench 2 Excavation
Excavation work in Trench 2 began at c. 210.98 m asl, at a
level at least 2 m below the original ground level in this
area. Excavations in the 1970s and 1980s cleared a long
stretch on either side of the imperial city wall, but in neither case does that activity appear to have continued all
the way down to bedrock. Thus, Trench 2 was set in an
intramural area adjacent to a partially-excavated city gate
(ue 60), where the current surface was still some 1.5 m
higher than the stone-paved Roman roadways bordering
the trench. Part of the reason for choosing this particular site was the likelihood of identifying late antique road
re-surfacings and perhaps the gradual occupation of the
earlier Roman road surfaces. This did turn out to be the
case, particularly on the SE profile of the trench, but unfortunately the scant ceramic materials across at least six different re-surfacings of the SW-NE road (A9–A14) confirm
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Figure 33. Trench 2, before the start of excavations.
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where it butts up against the first two earth road surfaces
(A9 and A10), offering a large volume of materials, including animal bones, fragments of wall paintings and other
construction materials, glass, and a substantial range of
Roman ceramics.7
The ceramics from ue 17 offer a relatively secure date after c. AD 70, thanks to an abundance of locally-produced
thin-walled pottery (‘paredes finas emeritenses’, hereafter
PFE ware), and especially the appearance of several fragments of Spanish sigillata, some bearing the widely-known
stamp VAPA (Hartley and Dickinson 2008, vol. 9, ‘{Valerius Pat-}’; p. 151). The PFE wares went into production
in Mérida at an uncertain date before the middle of the
first century AD, and the forms and decorative schemes
attested here generally carried through to the end of the
century (cf. Bustamante Álvarez 2009; eadem 2014a).8 For
their part, Spanish-made sigillata types began to make inroads in the peninsular fineware market in the 60s AD. By
the last decades of the first century, Spanish workshops
had completely eclipsed Gaulish producers as the primary
source of sigillata consumed both in Mérida and throughout the Iberian Peninsula (Bustamante Álvarez 2011, 51–52;
eadem 2014b; Fernández García and Roca Roumens 2008).
Thus, the finewares point to a date for stratum ue 17 in the
last quarter of the first century AD.

Figure 34. Stone pavement ue 19.

may suggest that it was exposed only for a short time
before some change to the layout of this neighborhood
made the pavement obsolete. Such a short period of use
is further implied by the close chronological association
between materials in ue 17 – which marks the abandonment of the surface – and in ue 97 and 98, the substrates
deposited when the paving stones were laid into position
(A4). The presence in ue 97 of a fragment of marbled
South Gaulish terra sigillata and, as in ue 17, abundant PFE
Thanks to an abundance of mid to late first century Ro- puts the date of construction just after the middle of the
man ceramics, this stratum (ue 17) in turn offers a compel- first century. A proposed date range for its construction is
ling terminus ante quem for the construction of the first of c. AD 50–70, based on the presence of the fragment of marthe Roman period structures documented in Trench 2, an bled South Gaulish sigillata (whose date range is c. 40–80;
even, stone-paved surface (ue 19), with a slight downward cf. Martin 1985, 125–6, with nn. 10–12) and the absence of
slope from N to S, and stretching c. 2.0 m from the city Spanish sigillata, which is regularly attested in Mérida’s
wall to the NE (Figure 34). This pavement was composed Roman contexts from c. AD 70 onward (Bustamante Álvaof large, irregularly-sized stones set into a very carefully rez 2011, 52).
prepared substrate (ue 97), with the obvious intent of offering an even and very stable use surface. In its general Upon its abandonment, a substantial section of the E side
characteristics, this pavement has strong similarities to of pavement ue 19 was robbed out, leaving a trench (ue 32)
Mérida’s stone-paved Roman roads, but with one obvious whose fill (ue 31) contained a similar array of materials to
difference – where other such surfaces in the city consist- ue 17. This included abundant animal bones, painted wall
ently have a very smooth, worn appearance, in this case fragments, construction materials, tiny glass shards, and
the stones do not bear obvious signs of constant use and first century Roman pottery. Stamped South Gaulish sigilexposure (on the Roman city’s road networks, see Alba lata (CRESTI and VIVIN-) from potters active in the mid
Calzado 2001).
to late first century AD have been identified here (Figure
35), along with a fragment of marbled South Gaulish ware
Whatever its intended use may have been, it is quite clear (Hartley and Dickinson 2008, vol 3, Crestio 17e; pp. 176 and
that this stone pavement did not experience particularly 180–3; Vivinus ii2a, p. 337, but cf. Umius, p. 116). Again, due
heavy use before its abandonment and burial (A7). This to the absence of Spanish sigillata in a relatively large set
of pottery, the date range is likely to be c. AD. 60–70, i.e.,
7 The faunal remains from the excavation are currently under- after the introduction of PFE but before Spanish sigillata
going analysis (by Dr Cleia Detry) as part of a broader study had come to the fore of the local fineware market. While
none of the ceramics from ue 31 join with those of ue 17,
of the faunal remains from Roman Iberia.
8 There is some debate regarding the introduction of the PFE some of the painted wall fragments are sufficiently simiware. Macarena Bustamante has offered the most recent re- lar to allow for the possibility that these two strata were
visions to the chronology on the basis of stratified evidence, contemporaneous. The nature of materials deposited in
but there is room for further work on this subject (Busta- ue 17 and ue 31 – wall paintings, dissolved adobe bricks
mante Álvarez 2009; Martín Hernández and Rodríguez Mar- or rammed earth walls, and other construction materials
tín 2008, 386). An introduction somewhere between c. 30 and – may indicate that fill for this area came from the partial
c. 50 AD is reasonably secure, and most recent studies point to demolition of a house.
the later part of this window as the most likely.
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Figure 35. South Gaulish sigillata from ue 31.

The robber trench (ue 32) extends across Trench 2 from N
to S, a width of c. 2.5 m, running parallel to the city wall at
a distance of about 2 m. This trench appears to have been
cut in preparation for a new road surface on the NE side
of Trench 2. A mixed stratum of leveling fill (ue 55/56)
was deposited across the NE edge of the excavated area

in preparation for a thick mixture of mortar and crushed
brick fragments (ue 43/54), and this solid stratum in turn
served as the foundation for the road surface itself (ue 33),
which is composed of medium and large diorite paving
stones (Figure 36).

Figure 36. Road surface (ue 33) visible north of Trench 2.
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The relationship between the earlier stone pavement (ue
19), the mortar-and-brick layer (ue 43/54), and the adjacent road surface (ue 33) is clearly visible in the trench’s N
profile, and the direct relationship between ue 43/54 and
paved surface ue 33 was also confirmed on the NE side of
the trench (Figure 37). The ceramic remains from the leveling fill (ue 55/56) under the road’s substrates (ue 43/54)
offers a similar chronological picture to that from ue 17
and ue 31. Ue 54 and ue 55/56 both contain construction

fragments bearing identical painting motifs and colors to
those in ue 17 and ue 31, which likely points to a shared
source (Figure 38). Given the similar chronological profiles and a shared source for the fill, it seems entirely plausible that all these strata were laid down as part of a single
construction and renovation project in the last third of
the first century AD. This activity (A6) can probably be
associated with the construction of the new stone-paved
road surface to the NE of the trench (ue 33).

Figure 37. North profile of Trench 2, with excavation units labeled.

Figure 38. Fragmentary wall paintings from ue 17 (L), ue 54 (C), and ue 31 (R).
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After the documentation and removal of all of this fill material (ue 31 and ue 55/56) and the substrates under ue 33
(ue 43/54, for a width of only 10–20 cm along the southwestern edge of the road surface), an earlier building activity (A3) on the site began to emerge. This first appeared as
a group of riverstones carefully laid out in a way that presented a flat surface at the bottom of robber trench ue 32,
with a small section of plaster (ue 48) preserved along its
S side, extending beyond the S edge (Figure 39). As work
progressed, it eventually became clear that this was not a
flat surface, but instead the upper course of riverstones set
into an earth/clay matrix in order to create the wall – or
foundation wall – of a building (ue 47). Only the L-shaped
E corner of this building was documented, with the N wall
segment running c. 1.75 m NW-SE and the S wall running
c. 1.6 m SW-NE (inclusive) (Figure 40).

Ue 48, the patch of plaster over the southern edge of the
S wall segment of the riverstone structure, continues to a
distance of c. 50 cm S of the exterior face of this wall, and
disappears into the S profile of the trench under a section
of the SW-NE road surface (ue 79; see Figure 40). It was
not possible to determine whether the plaster relates to a
floor/use level of the building associated with the riverstone structure (ue 47), or if it is instead related to a later
phase of use, after its abandonment and partial burial. The
presence of some tiny fragments of plaster on the stones
of the top courses of the riverstone structure may indicate
that the plaster surface originally extended across its entire extent, but other explanations are also possible (Figure
41). Excavation work did not continue past (under) ue 48
in this area, so the date and interpretation of the plaster
surface depend on the materials deposited on it upon its
abandonment (ue 31). This allows for a firm terminus ante
The N wall segment is c. 70 cm wide, and the S is slight- quem for its construction, at least, before AD 70.
ly wider, at c. 75 cm. These were documented all the way
down to bedrock, offering a final measured height from Structure ue 47
bedrock of c. 1.4 m at the northernmost point inside the
structure and 1.2 m at the southernmost point inside the There was just enough space between the NE edge of the
structure. The difference in measured heights is due to: a) stone pavement (ue 19) and the interior edges of the riverthe natural slope of the bedrock, downward from N to S stone structure (ue 47) for excavations to continue inside
and b) an additional row of stones preserved for a length the angle of the latter. This ‘keyhole’ pit took on a roughly
of c. 40 cm on the N wall, disappearing into the N trench quadrilateral shape, limited on the NE (1 m) and SE (0.8 m)
profile. Given how close ue 47 is to the stone pavement sides by the walls of ue 47, on the SW by the line of ue 19
(ue 19) to the W, there was insufficient space to follow the (0.8 m) and on the NW by ue 19 and the Trench 2 profile
riverstone structure’s S wall line westward to establish the (0.8 m). Within the confines of this restrictive space, it was
relationship between this structure and the city wall.
still possible to excavate all the way down to bedrock, and

Figure 39. Initial discovery of riverstone structure (ue 47) and plaster deposit (ue 48).
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Figure 40. Riverstone structure (ue 47) in relation to the stone pavement (ue 19).

Figure 41. Detail of the S wall of the riverstone structure (ue 47) and the plaster deposit (ue 48).
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in the process the team was able to document several of middle of the first century, c. 45–75 (Hartley and Dickinthe substrates of the stone pavement (ue 19), an unidenti- son 2008, vol 3, Crestio 15g; pp. 176 and 180–3). The alterfied manmade structure ue 87, and several strata possibly native workshop is that of Crestus, which was in operarelated to the construction of ue 47 and/or its first phases tion slightly later, during the last third of the first century,
of use.
c. 65–90 (Hartley and Dickinson 2008, vol 3, cf. Crestus
{3-b} and {3-c}; pp. 187–9; but see now Quaresma 2012,
The substrates under the stone pavement (ue 19), ue 97 and 106, where a date from the reign of Nero (AD 54 onward)
ue 98, both contained materials dating to the middle of the seems to fit the consensus for this particular workshop).
first century AD, including a fragment of marbled South The temptation here is to associate this stamped fragment
Gaulish sigillata and some PFE ware (Figure 42). These with the same workshop as the Cresti-stamped vessel in
allow us to definitively date the construction of the stone- stratum ue 17. However, the stamps are not identical, and
paved surface from c. 40/50 AD, when both types of pottery the variant readings leave room for doubt as to the correct
were available in Mérida. Below these strata, which have workshop. Based on a stratigraphic reading of this area
been identified as leveling/stabilizing fill in preparation for of the trench, it does seem more likely that stratum ue 99
the construction of the stone pavement, appeared a com- and its subsequent stone pavement (ue 19) should date to
pact stratum (ue 99) of sandy, orangish earth supporting a the middle decades of the first century AD than to a later
dirt surface of identical characteristics (ue 100).
period. However, given the lack of definite dating evidence,
a tentative date range of c. 50–75 has been assigned to this
Diagnostic materials in ue 99 include abundant PFE ware context, and thus a similar date is suggested for the con(Mayet XXXVIII, XLII, XLIII, etc.), a handful of Italian struction of the stone pavement. Two fragments of glass
sigillata fragments (Conspectus forms 23.2.1 and 26), and vessels were also recovered from stratum ue 99, identified
several fragments of South Gaulish sigillata – includ- as an Isings form 3 bowl and an Isings form 12 cup. This
ing a stamped base from a bowl made in one of the La evidence agrees with the general chronology proposed
Graufesenque workshops in the later first century ad (Fig- here, as these forms are typically dated from the middle
ure 43). The identification of the stamp is not entirely cer- of the first century AD forward.9
tain here, as there is no exactly identical stamp recorded
in the catalog. It seems most likely that this is from the 9 I am grateful to Javier Alonso López for his analysis of the
workshop of Crestio, which was in operation across the
glass materials from this excavation.

Figure 42. Strata under the stone pavement (ue 19).
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tentatively identified as a Peñaflor Spanish imitation of
Italian sigillata (Martínez form I). This fragment appears
to match, in fabric and in surface treatments, two pairs of
joining fragments from context ue 53 (excavated inside
the riverstone structure, adjacent to its S wall), possibly
indicating that these contexts were deposited as a part of
the same activity (Figure 44). The ceramic profiles of both
strata (ue 102 and ue 53) suggest that they were deposited
around the middle of the first century AD, during a project
that involved digging up and re-depositing quite a lot of
earlier material. This would help to explain the presence
of a large group of wares likely manufactured in the early
first century AD, including Italian sigillata and some early
Spanish Peñaflor ware, in both contexts.

Figure 43. Maker’s mark CRES on a South Gaulish sigillata
dish from ue 99.

Fill stratum ue 99 was deposited directly over a dirt surface (ue 101), which in turn is supported by fill stratum
ue 102 (see Figure 42). With surface ue 100, this would
appear to represent a close series of use surfaces – whether packed earth road surfaces or, as seems more logical,
work surfaces associated with the construction of the
stone pavement (ue 19). Diagnostic materials in ue 102 are
similar to those in ue 99, including a number of South
Gaulish sigillata fragments (e.g., Dragendorff form 24/25),
some PFE ware, and a single, badly deteriorated fragment

Both ue 53 and ue 102 rest on different sections of ue 87, a
very compact stratum/surface some 15 cm deep consisting
of a mass of concrete that includes a good deal of crushed
granite mixed with very small fragments of pottery and
stone (Figure 45). The presence of several fragments of
decorated South Gaulish sigillata and two fragments
of Italian sigillata (Conspectus forms 20.4.4 and 36.3.2)
points to a date c. AD 30–50 (the South Gaulish sigillata, in
particular, dates from c. AD 30 onward in Mérida; cf. Aquilué Abadías and Bello Rodrigo 2009, 421; Bustamante
Álvarez 2011, 49–50). Although this is a very small set
of pottery (c. 20 small fragments), the lack of PFE ware
(introduced c. AD 40/50) and Spanish wares (introduced
c. AD 70) seems to indicate a date before the middle of
the first century. A single fragment of mosaic glass also
points rather to the first half of the first century than later
(J. Alonso López, personal communication). As is discussed
below (pp. 47–49), a close reconstruction based on the
stratigraphic reading requires a slight adjustment to the
chronology of both ue 87 and the preceding stratum, ue 105.

Figure 44. Peñaflor Spanish imitation sigillata fragments from ue 53 and ue 102.
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Figure 45. Plan showing ue 87, ue 47, and ue 48 in relation to the city wall.

Ue 87 was documented only as a strip c. 1 m long by 0.6 m
wide, disappearing under ue 19 to the W and in the trench
profile to the N. This surface appears to have been set in
sometime after ue 47 was built, because it appears to rest
against the inside surface of the stones in the N wall of
the riverstone structure. Thus, ue 87 may have functioned
either as a floor or as a sidewalk constrained on the NE by
the wall of ue 47 (at a significantly lower level, c. 208.59 m
asl, compared with the top of ue 47, c. 209.29 m asl) and
then, in its turn, some earlier version of the road to the
NE (ue 33). The possiblity that such an earlier version of
the road existed is hinted at by the presence of a drainage
tunnel (cloaca) under ue 33, which was revealed in earlier
excavations to the N of Trench 2. Such cloacas are typically
associated with an earlier phase of the urban infrastructure than that represented by surface ue 33, which here
dates no earlier than c. AD 70, and probably somewhat later
(on the cloacas, cf. Alba Calzado 2001; Acero Pérez 2007).
The concrete mass/granite structure (ue 87) was set over a
loose stratum of sandy leveling fill (ue 105) which reached
a depth of no more than 10 cm. This stratum contained
34

almost no pottery, but logically must have been deposited
in preparation for ue 87, which would have required a very
flat surface in order to be laid or poured in such a way as
to provide a regular surface.
Ue 105 rested on a dirt surface (ue 106), which was supported by another layer of yellowish sandy earth (ue 107), scattered with ash, bone fragments, pottery, and some small
painted wall fragments. The pottery in ue 107 all seems
to point to a date around the middle of the first century
AD, and includes several Italian sigillata fragments (Conspectus form 26 and 15.1.2) as well as several fragments
from the same Italian volute lamp, tentatively identified
as a Deneauve IVA, whose dates span the first half of the
first century AD. The latest material in the stratum, a single fragment of PFE ware with sandy surface decoration,
places the date of this context at or just after the middle
of the first century. This could well be a second leveling
stratum (with ue 105), also laid down in preparation for
ue 87, based on the close similarities in pottery included
in ue 87 and in ue 107.
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Stratum ue 107 extended to a depth of c. 30 cm, and in its
turn rested on a dense level of dark brownish-red earth (ue
108), full of highly fragmented pottery. Wares represented
include abundant Italian sigillata, the latest of which are:
1) several joining fragments from a Conspectus form 50.3.1,
whose date range is c. 15 BC to AD 40, and 2) two or three
fragments possibly from the same vessel, a Conspectus
form 23 cup whose dates, whose dates could take it as late
as AD 75. Other materials of note include two fragments
from amphoras, both identified as Haltern 70 (cf. Carreras
Monfort 2003), two fragments of a black-slipped vessel
with pinkish fabric (possibly Campanian C ware?), two
fragments of PFE ware with sandy surface decoration, and
a handful of Italian pareti sottili (thin-walled) ware with
pine-scale decoration (cf. Ricci 1985, pl. CVI.1, decoration
49, p. 325; on this type of pottery in general, see Marabini Figure 47. Worked stone faces in stratum ue 110, inside the
Moevs 1973). Again, based on the presence of PFE ware riverstone structure (ue 47).
and the absence of any Spanish sigillata, a date in the middle decades of the first century AD seems likely for ue 108.
likely located in Baetica, in the region of Hispalis (Sevilla,
Ue 108 rests on a very compact clay surface (ue 109), black- Spain; RPC 55) (Figure 48).
ened in patches over its full extent (Figure 46). This surface
is the top interface of stratum ue 110, a stratum 10–15 cm The apparent chronological discrepancy here can perhaps
deep consisting of a compact clay matrix with abundant be accounted for by the fact that the rivestone structure
bone and ceramic materials and large patches of ash and, (ue 47) was built sometime after the construction of the
at its lowest point, where it rests on bedrock, a number of city wall, and these later strata (ue 110, 108, and possibly
medium-sized rough cut stones (Figure 47). These stones 107) were deposited as fill inside this foundation strucare consistent with the type of stone used in the adjacent ture. It is also possible that foundation trenches for the
city wall, typically referred to as diorite and quarzite in the riverstone structure were cut through these strata, and the
local publications (of which, see Pizzo 2010, 124–6). Their presence of later materials is due to the construction of
deposition directly over the bedrock and their similarity the building and the infilling of its foundation trenches.
to the type of building material incorporated into the city No such foundation trenches were identified during the
wall point to an association between this stratum and the excavation work, however. The riverstone structure was
construction of the Roman city wall (A1). However, the set directly onto the bedrock, with only an extra course
chronological data in stratum ue 110 place it, like ue 107 of riverstones projecting c. 10 cm out from the base of the
and 108, at or just after the middle of the first century AD, two perpendicular walls to distinguish the base of the wall
thanks to the presence of several PFE ware fragments and from the superstructure (Figure 49). The S wall of ue 47 is
a glass fragment tentatively identified as Isings form 28, preserved to a height of just under 1.2 m from the bedrock,
which dates from c. AD 50. This stratum also offered the in 12 irregular courses, and with pronounced ‘steps’ inward
only identifiable coin in the entire excavation, an Augus- at the first and seventh courses (Figure 50). The N wall of
tan-period local issue from ‘Irippo,’ an unknown town ue 47 is preserved to a height of 1.4 m from bedrock, in 14
courses of stone.
A very small pocket of earth and ceramics (ue 118) was traced out of the interior angle of ue 47, when several of the
riverstones at the base of the structure were accidentally
dislodged during excavation. These materials were built
under – or built into – ue 47 at its very base, and thus would have to be associated with the building’s construction.
Unfortunately, however, only one of the pieces is any way
diagnostic, an Italian pareti sottili fragment lacking a definite parallel (cf. Ricci 1985, Tipo 2/433 or 2/402, e.g., with
dec. style 5r applied irregularly), but similar to vessels from
Forum Livi (Forlì, Italy) and possibly dating to the late first
century BC or the early decades AD (Airoldi 2013, 202–7
and fig. 6.31). This appears to point to a terminus post quem
around the early first century AD, but, given the ceramics
preserved in strata deposited directly over bedrock inside
ue 47 (ue 108 and ue 110), it still seems safest to date the
building nearer the middle of the first century AD.

Figure 46. Top surface of ue 109 inside the riverstone structure (ue 47).
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Figure 48. Roman bronze coin from ue 110, minted in Irippo.

Figure 49. Bedrock inside the riverstone structure (ue 47).

Figure 50. Interior face of the south wall of the riverstone
structure (ue 47).

After having reached bedrock inside structure ue 47, and
having documented the interior of its foundation courses,
it was no longer possible to pursue this particular section
of the trench without destroying the (later) Roman structures as currently preserved. Instead of removing either
the stone pavement (ue 19) or the riverstone structure
(ue 47), the decision was made to preserve those Roman
period structures and to instead focus the remaining excavation efforts on the southern side of Trench 2, where
a second ‘keyhole’ opening appeared possible, at the point
where the SE road (ue 79) meets the partially-excavated
gate (ue 60) near the southern corner of the trench (Figure 51).

Southern Edge
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The southern edge of Trench 2 offered an entirely distinct
series of strata from the rest of the trench, providing evidence for the adjacent road section and its relationship to
the gate (ue 60) and city wall (ue 12). Along the entire SE
edge of the trench, for a length of c. 3.5 m and a width of
c. 0.5 m, the excavation revealed several centuries of continuous use as a roadway in a succession of stone-paved
and then dirt-surfaced roads (A2, A5, and A9–A14) (Figure 52). The most recent road surfaces come as a relatively
compact series of strata, with six of them documented in
succession across a depth of c. 1.0 m. These road surfaces
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Figure 51. Structures documented in Trench 2, with the south ‘keyhole’ opening at the base of the city wall highlighted in red.

Figure 52. Successive road surfaces over ue 79 at the gate documented in Trench 2 (R).
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were not simply the packed top interface of a gradual accumulation of domestic waste. Instead, each surface was
the result of the intentional deposition of two distinct strata, one composed primarily of riverstones and building
fragments and the second comprising dark earth almost
entirely devoid of archaeological materials. The top of this
latter stratum was then compacted to serve as the road
surface. The fact that ‘clean’ earth was brought in for this
purpose prevents us from offering a secure date for this
succession of road surfaces, as only a few fragments of
undiagnostic pottery were documented across a relatively
large volume of fill. The stratigraphic sequence confirms
that the first dirt surface must have been prepared in the
later first or early second century, after the construction
of late first century (stone-paved) road ue 79, but this association is the only solid chronological datum available.
It was not possible to explore beneath the stone-paved
road surface (ue 79) on the SE side of the trench without undertaking a much larger project, so instead work
focused on the southernmost corner of the trench, immediately inside the city gate (ue 60). At this SW end of ue
79, right where it intersected with the city gate, an opening
was cut in antiquity, leaving an opening of c. 1 m by 1 m
between the end of the road and the gate’s granite threshold block (ue 78). Similar to the interior of structure ue 47,
despite relatively tight working conditions, the excavation

did eventually arrive at bedrock here, immediately in front
of (inside/NE of) the city gate. Road ue 79 appears to correspond – in elevation if not in building technique – with
ue 19, the mid first century stone pavement that covers
the western two-thirds of Trench 2 (see Figure 52). Nearly
1.4 m of fill (ue 82, ue 113, ue 117, and ue 123) separated
this surface from the previous (stone) road surface, ue 125,
which is the earliest (paved) road associated with this city
gate. These fill strata appear to have been deposited in two
or three distinct phases.
Ue 82, the latest of the fill strata at the base of the city wall
(ue 12), supported a use surface (ue 81), which filled the
space between the stone pavement to the N (ue 19), the
stone-paved road to the E (ue 79), and the city gate, here
represented by the granite door jamb (ue 78) (see Figures
51 and 52). This fill stratum (ue 82) continued to a depth of
roughly 40 cm below its packed earth surface (ue 81) and
consisted of a mix of construction materials (fragments of
frescoes, bricks, roof tiles, and plastered stones), earth, and
discarded household waste (mainly ceramics and animal
bones). The presence of relatively large building fragments
– some measuring over 30 cm across – implies that ue 82
was deposited in order to significantly raise the ground
level, perhaps in association with a modification to the
adjacent city gate or the urban drainage system (Figure 53).

Figure 53. ‘Keyhole’ opening at the base of the gate/city wall, showing a granite threshold block (L), the stone pavement
(T), road ue 79 (R), and painted wall fragments (C) in situ in stratum ue 82.
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This stratum was quite large, and, consistent with its size,
it offered a substantial volume of archaeological materials,
which allow for a relatively high degree of chronological
certainty regarding the date of deposition. Datable materials include a large number of fragments of PFE ware, a
single fragment tentatively identified as a Spanish sigillata
bowl (Ritterling form 8?), and a number of Italian (Conspectus form 22) and South Gaulish sigillata fragments
(Dragendorff forms 27b and 29b, e.g). Some of the South
Gaulish forms represented here point to a date after the
middle of the first century, and this chronology is further
supported by the abundance of PFE ware and the presence
of Spanish sigillata. The fragmentary paintings unfortunately do not offer enough stylistic clues to allow for any
conclusions from that evidence, and the abundant glass
fragments date around the middle of the first century, at
the earliest (Isings form 3b and a possible Isings form 20,
both dating from c. AD 40). Taken as a whole, the set likely
points to a date of deposition right around AD 70, and Figure 54. Wall painting fragment in situ from stratum ue 117.
the relative infrequency of Spanish sigillata, in particular,
appears to preclude a deposition significantly later than
that date.
Immediately below ue 117, with no obvious interface or
surface separating them, lay ue 123, a relatively shallow
Stratum ue 82 rested on surface ue 114, the top interface stratum ranging in depth from c. 25 cm on the northern
of an irregular stratum (ue 113) ranging from 10 to 20 cm side of the opening to only 10 cm on the southern edge of
deep across the opening. This fill stratum (ue 113) con- the pit (across a horizontal distance of only 1.0 m). This
sisted of dark, organic earth containing abundant ash stratum (ue 123) contained some Italian sigillata (Conand a few dozen fragments of pottery. The ceramics were spectus forms 19, 20, 22.6, and 26) and South Gaulish sigprimarily PFE ware, though several imports, including illata (Dragendorff form 27b, Ritterling form 9) imports,
Italian sigillata (Conspectus forms 13 and 23), were also and only a couple fragments of PFE ware (with sandy
identified. The date offered thus rests on the chronology decoration). The presence of an Isings form 3c glass vesof the locally-produced wares (from c. AD 40/50) and the sel (manufactured from c. AD 50) and the presence of PFE
relationship with the subsequent stratum, ue 82, which has ware point to a terminus post quem for the context, just
been dated to c. AD 70. So a chronological window in the after the middle of the first century AD.
period AD 40–70 is fairly secure, but given the relatively
small size of this context, little can be determined from the This small fill stratum (ue 123) was deposited directly over
absence of South Gaulish and Spanish sigillata forms, and the earliest stone-paved road surface (ue 125) documented
it is difficult to narrow the chronology down any further. in Trench 2. Although this road surface was only documented for a length of c. 1.0 m and a width of just over
Ue 113 rested on a packed earth surface (ue 116), which ap- half that, its orientation is clearly related to the adjacent
pears to have served as the road for a short period around city gate (Figure 55), and it appears likely that this road
the middle of the first century AD. Ue 116 is the top inter- was designed as a part of the early urban infrastructure in
face of a substantial stratum of fill (ue 117), which offered a this part of the city. The materials in ue 123 thus provide a
large volume of earth and construction materials, includ- solid terminus ante quem for the construction of the road,
ing fragments of wall paintings, roof tiles, and chunks of which may in turn offer a loose terminus ante quem for the
plaster. Ue 117 ranged in depth between c. 60 and 70 cm, construction of the city wall and its associated gate. This
but offered relatively little ceramic evidence, perhaps due stratum (ue 123) points to a time around the middle of the
in part to the large fragments of wall paintings and other first century AD when the stone-paved surface went out of
construction materials included in this stratum. The di- use, possibly in the context of a rapidly-rising groundlevel.
agnostic materials in ue 117 do not differ markedly from This would help to explain the relatively rapid succession
those in ue 113 – some Italian sigillata fragments (a pos- of strata – ue 123, ue 117, ue 113, and ue 82 – raising the use
sible Conspectus form 14), a South Gaulish sigillata frag- level of the road over 1.0 m in the span of c. 30–40 years.
ment (Dragendorff form 15/17), and several fragments of
PFE ware. These latter fragments are the latest identifiable Having arrived at and documented the stone-paved road
ceramics in the context, and as we have seen above, point surface (ue 125), excavation work continued within even
to a deposition near or just after the middle of the first cen- tighter confines than previously. A small strip c. 15–20 cm
tury AD. The wall sections preserving painting also seem wide by 80 cm long was opened up on the northern side
appropriate to a date around the middle of the first century of road ue 125, bounded on the N by the substrates of ue
AD, given the similarities to the Third and Fourth Styles ap- 19 (whose surface is c. 1.4 m higher than ue 125) (Figure
parent from the largest of the fragments (Figure 54).
56; see also Figure 57). At approximately 90° to this nar39
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Figure 55. Reconstruction of the relationship between the riverstone structure (ue 47) and the earliest stone-paved road
surface (ue 125).

row strip a second small strip c. 30 cm wide and 75 cm long
was opened up immediately between the SW end of the
stone-paved road (ue 125) and the city wall (ue 12), where,
as with the junction between the city wall and ue 79, an
open space appeared between the wall and the road surface. In this instance, the gap of only 30 cm can perhaps
be explained by the removal of a threshold block similar
to ue 78, which would originally have occupied this space.
This would have provided a step to account for the difference in elevation between the road surface (ue 125) and
the base of the gate (ue 60) in the city wall, approximately
20 cm higher (Figure 57), in the same way that ue 78 later
offered access to the city gate via two steps of c. 15 cm each.
It is possible that this same block was used in the original
gate associated with the stone-paved road (ue 125). Future
investigation will undoubtedly provide more details on the
level of preservation and, especially, the amount of wear
present in the center of the jamb, where traffic would have
been most concentrated.

in the hopes of reaching bedrock – already documented
at a similar elevation on the N side of Trench 2 – and possibly identifying materials associated with the construction of the city wall and with the construction of the early
stone-paved road (ue 125). This meant that a narrow strip
of earth separating the riverstone structure (ue 47) from
the stone-paved road (ue 79) to the S was left unexcavated.
The surface here (ue 92) may have functioned as an interface or use surface, similar in elevation to the dirt surface
ue 116 and therefore possibly part of a packed-earth road
surface in use between the abandonment of the earliest
stone surface (ue 125) and the construction of the later
stone surface (ue 79). Future exploration of this part of
Trench 2 and the area outside its SE edge may offer evidence for the relationship between the riverstone structure
(ue 47) and the succession of road surfaces only partially
documented in 2016.

Turning now to the small strips excavated at the base of
the city wall and along ue 125, these both left just enough
With only a few days left in the 2016 excavation campaign, space for work to continue to a depth of nearly 90 cm, all
the decision was made to concentrate remaining efforts in the way to bedrock. Three general phases of deposition
Trench 2 on the area at the base of the city wall and gate, can be reconstructed, as there is a clear stratigraphic se40
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quence and the ceramic evidence provides a high level of
chronological detail. The latest of these three phases consists of strata deposited along the SW and NW sides of
ue 125 (ue 127, ue 129, and possibly ue 134). These should
be regarded as either contemporary with the stone-paved
road or subsequent to it, depending on whether it was designed to be slightly elevated over its surroundings (for
drainage purposes) or set level with the ground. Diagnostic ceramics offered by these strata include Italian sigillata
(Conspectus forms 12, 13, 14, and 26.2), ‘indigenous painted’
ware, imported thin-walled pottery, and fragments of a
Peñaflor Spanish imitation of Italian sigillata (Martínez
form III).10 This set of materials points to a date in the first
half of the first century AD, perhaps in the period c. 20–40,
given the absence of South Gaulish sigillata and PFE ware,
and the presence of both Peñaflor Martínez form III and
indigenous painted ware (cf. Abascal 2008, 431; Jérez Linde
2004, 173; Roca Roumens et al. 2014; cf. also Vázquez Paz et
al. 2005, 322–23 on the chronology of Groups 1 and 2, with
Martínez form III).
The second phase appears to be contemporaneous with
the construction of the road surface (ue 125), consisting of
the substrates upon which this surface rests, and includes
strata ue 130 and ue 131, at least. Stratum ue 130 continues under the stone-paved road surface (ue 125), and into
both the NW and SE profiles of the opening. This stratum is c. 10 cm deep, and comprises both sandy earth and
abundant ash. Ue 131 appeared immediately under 130, and
consisted of a loose sandy earth mixture similar to the dissolved adobe that has been documented elsewhere in both
Trench 1 and Trench 2. These strata both contained Italian
imports, including some sigillata (Conspectus form 13),
pareti sottili, and lamp fragments, tentatively identified as a
Deneauve IVA/Loeschcke 2 and a Dressel 12/Deneauve VB.
As in ue 134, above, ue 130 also contains an early Spanish
imitation of Italian sigillata, of the Peñaflor type (Martínez
form Ia), in this case the earliest documented variant (associated with the Italian sigillata form Conspectus form
14; cf. Bustamante Álvarez and Huguet Enguita 2008, 188;
Fernández Ochoa et al. 2014, 60–63, with bibliography).
That ue 130 and ue 131 were deposited at or very near the
same time is confirmed by the presence of joining rooftile fragments and a handful of joining coarseware hemispherical bowl fragments in both strata (Figure 58). The
ceramics offer a date range for the deposition of these
strata in the period c. AD 10–30. This date range also serves
as a chronological framework for the construction of the
earliest stone-paved version of the road (ue 125) associated
with the nearby gate (ue 60) in the city wall (ue 12).

Figure 56. Relationship between the stone-paved road (ue
125), the city wall (ue 12) and the gate.

The earliest phase documented in Trench 2 comprises two
strata (ue 132 and ue 135) containing ceramic materials,
10		The indigenous painted ware is a type of coarseware sometimes decorated with simple geometric or linear painting
in white or a brownish red. While it is frequently found in
first century Roman contexts, there is a general scholarly
consensus that this type of pottery is likely derived from
pre-Roman ceramic traditions.

Figure 57. Schematic reconstruction of the relationship
between the stone-paved road (ue 125) and the gate in the
city wall.
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Figure 58. Joining fragments of a hemispherical coarseware bowl from strata ue 130 (L) and ue 131 (R).

separated from each other by a thin stratum of concrete
or plaster (ue 133). Ue 132 is a compact, clayey stratum including some large stone fragments that appear to have
had their faces worked, leaving them sharp on the edges
and corners and flat on one side. In these characteristics,
ue 132 bears obvious similarities to the earliest stratum
(ue 110) inside the riverstone structure (ue 47), which was
deposited directly onto the bedrock. This stratum (ue 132)
contained a halved bronze coin in a rather deteriorated
state, which has thus far proven illegible: a form on one
side of the coin hints at the crocodile shape sometimes
appearing on issues from the mint of Nemausus (Nîmes,
France, RPC 522–6)(Figure 59). Other halved bronze coins
have frequently been identified in early Augustan contexts,
as a reaction to events of the late 30s BC and the beginning of the Principate, but without a clear identification
this only allows for a speculative terminus post quem of
c. 30 BC (cf. Buttrey 1972). Ceramic materials in this stratum may bring this date forward somewhat; these include
Italian sigillata (of indeterminate form), a Deneauve IV
or V lamp decorated with a griffin (Figure 60; cf. Cosa, n. Figure 59. Unidentified halved bronze coin from ue 132
378 in Fitch and Goldman 1994, with fig. 55 and pl. VIII, (possibly from Nemausus mint?).
which dates to the Augustan re-settlement of the city in
25/20 BC), pareti sottili fragments, two (Baetican) mortars
(cf. Morais 2004 on these), and a very small rim fragment these ceramics provide a wide date range from the last
from a black-glazed vessel with pinkish-gray fabric tenta- quarter of the first century BC through the first quarter of
tively identified as Black-Glazed Campanian C ware (only the first century AD, but the stratigraphic relationship with
rarely attested in Mérida; cf. Bello Rodrigo and Márquez ue 135 (below) points to a date in the second half of this
Pérez 2010, 405; Bustamante Álvarez 2015, 130). As a set, chronological window.
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fied at the base of the city wall). These stones were likely
the byproduct of the preparation of stones for inclusion
in the lower courses of the city wall, which was built using roughly-squared blocks (Figure 61; cf. Pizzo 2010, 126,
where the wall was built directly onto the bedrock with no
additional foundational preparations).

Figure 60. Italian-made lamp, disk decorated with a griffin(?),
from stratum ue 132.

Ue 135, the earliest stratum documented in Trench 2, was
deposited onto the bedrock, and consists of a compact
stratum of reddish sandy earth, clay, stone fragments, and
ceramics. This stratum was separated from ue 132 by a thin
layer of concrete (ue 133) across the full width of the pit.
Ue 133 has tentatively been associated with the construction of the city wall, which might help to explan the presence of large stone fragments also linked to the construction of the wall in both ue 132 and ue 135 (cf. Palma García
2004, 40, where a similar stratum of concrete is identi-

The earliest materials in ue 135 are a group of joining
fragments from a large Italian sigillata plate (Conspectus form 10), which dates to the early to mid Augustan
period. Several lamp fragments also appear to be from a
single lamp, identified as a Deneauve V, though these do
not join. A thick rim fragment from an imported Haltern
70 amphora also appeared in this set, with a date ranging
from the middle of the first century BC down through the
mid to late first century AD (Carreras Monfort 2003). The
latest ceramics in the context are three joining fragments
of a Peñaflor Spanish sigillata imitation (Martínez form
Ia), which appears to have gone into production in the
late Augustan period (cf. Bustamante Álvarez and Huguet
Enguita 2008, 188; Fernández Ochoa et al. 2014, 60–63).
The materials in ue 135 bear clear similarities to those in ue
132, and it is highly likely that these strata were deposited
at or very near the same moment in time, as a part of the
same project. Given the very small number of identifiable
and reliably-dated forms present in these two strata, and
the low volume of pottery present in two relatively small
deposits, it seems safest to use their chronological data as
a rough terminus post quem, dating this phase of activity
no earlier than the turn of the millenium, and probably
within the first decade or two of the first century AD.

Figure 61. Detail of the Roman imperial city wall showing the construction techniques used.
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cavated and published carefully (cf. Aquilué Abadías and
Bello Rodrigo 2009; Bello Rodrigo and Márquez Pérez
2010; Bustamante Álvarez 2015; Bustamante Álvarez and
Heras Mora 2013). The monographic project on the central Forum Complex of Mérida provided a dataset similar
to the materials documented here at the base of the city
wall, leading the authors of that study to conclude that
the earliest structure in the ‘Colonial Forum’ complex, the
southwestern temple on Calle Viñeros, must have been
built in the first decade AD (Figure 63; Aquilué Abadías
and Bello Rodrigo 2009, 421).
Given the similar ceramic profile for those central city
strata, it seems likely that ue 135 and ue 132 were deposited in this same period, i.e., before c. AD 10. Based on the
stratigraphic relationships documented here, the city wall
must predate this period. As a further hypothesis, based
on the very low volume of accumulated earth and materials (ue 135 was the first stratum to accumulate – or be laid
down – after the construction of the wall, and is nowhere
more than 15 cm deep), the wall does not appear to have
stood for very long before the deposition of these earliest
materials. Thus, we can posit with a reasonable degree of
confidence that the construction of this western portion
of the city wall – and its associated gate – may have taken
place somewhere in the period 10 BC–AD 10.

Figure 62. Bedrock at the base of the city wall.

As has already been mentioned above, stratum ue 135 was
deposited directly onto the bedrock right at the base of
the city wall (Figure 62). It was therefore possible to confirm that the city wall itself rests directly on the bedrock,
without any kind of foundation trench. As a result, the
direct association between the earliest stratified deposits
in Trench 2 (ue 132, ue 133, and ue 135) and the city wall
itself has provided a terminus ante quem no later than
c. AD 20 for the construction of the city wall. After at least
some courses of the stone-and-concrete wall had been laid Phase 2
directly onto the bedrock, materials in ue 135 and ue 132
began to accumulate, confirming a relatively firm chrono- Along with this solid evidence for the construction of the
logical window for the construction of the Roman colony’s city wall and subsequent activity in Trench 2, it is now posimperial city wall.
sible to confirm the very early date for this particular section of roadway, by association with the strata laid down
when the road was paved with large stone blocks. Strata
Trench 2 Interpretation
ue 130 and ue 131 were both apparently set down in order
to provide a stable foundation for this new pavement, and
Phase 1
the materials contained in these strata point to a date a
The intramural trench revealed at least four distinct phases decade or two later than strata ue 132 and ue 135. This poof building activity, including, at the base of the city wall sitions the stone road surface in the period c. AD 10–30,
and deposited directly onto the bedrock, several small during the reign of Tiberius. The date here is corroborated
strata containing materials that confirm their deposition by the material in strata ue 127 and ue 129, which were laid
in the first decades AD.11 The earliest strata documented down (or accumulated) immediately after the stones were
are ue 132 and ue 135. Because stratum ue 135 and all subse- set into position. As has been discussed above, all of these
quent strata excavated from the small pit right at the base contexts (ue 130, ue 131, ue 127, and ue 129) contain materiof the city wall/gate (on the southern corner of Trench 2) als typically associated with the early first century. Howrest against the city wall (ue 12), this excavation project has ever, the absence of both South Gaulish sigillata, which
revealed the first closely-dated and stratified archaeologi- appears with increasing frequency after c. AD 30, and the
cal materials to date the construction of the city wall.
local PFE ware, which appears from c. 40/50, allows us to
propose a narrower date range c. AD 20–40.
The general ceramic profile offered by ue 132 and ue 135 is
characteristic of the earliest phases of Roman activity in The proposed date for the original stone-paved road surthe city of Mérida, which is often loosely dated to the last face should not necessarily be seen as the date for the
quarter of the first century BC and the early decades AD. construction of the first phase of this particular road segHowever, it must also be acknowledged at this stage that ment, or for the initial use of the adjacent gate. ExcavaAugustan and Augustan/Tiberian contexts in Mérida are tions elsewhere in the city, particularly in the northern
few and far between, especially those that have been ex- area (especial on the northern end of Calle Calvario) have
confirmed that the earliest road grid in the city consisted
11		A fuller discussion of these materials, in collaboration with
of packed earth or gravel surfaces which were only later
Dr Macarena Bustamante Álvarez, is scheduled for publica- modified and paved over with the large diorite flagstones
tion in early 2018.
that are now regarded as typical of the Roman roads (Bar44
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Figure 63. Augusta Emerita, with Colonial Forum and other central city structures.

rientos Vera 1998. Cf. Alba Calzado 2002, 374; Barrientos the W of this site (Figure 64). The chronology of MériVera 2000, 68–69; eadem 2002, 148–50; Olmedo Gragera da’s extensive cloaca system has not yet been determined
2006, 160–2). Although it proved impossible to explore through archaeological interventions, but one credible indirectly beneath the first stone-paved road in this trench, terpretation is that the need for a drainage system like this
it nevertheless seems entirely likely that an earlier dirt or would only have arisen with the addition a comprehengravel road surface was in use in this area before the con- sive network of stone-paved roads (cf. Alba Calzado 2001,
struction of ue 125 in the early decades AD. The stratified
remains in Trench 2 confirm that the city gate, documented here only on its northern side and clearly exhibiting a
series of building modifications or construction inconsistencies, was certainly a component of the original plan for
the city wall (Alba Calzado 2001, 410). By extension, the
presence of a gate opening in this location confirms the
line of the road was part of the city plan at the time the
wall was constructed at least, even if an earlier version of
ue 125 did not as yet exist.
The close dating of the first stone-paved road in this trench
offers another interesting piece of evidence for the broader
reconstruction of the Augustan colony’s phases. A stonearched drainage tunnel (cloaca) has been documented under a road segment on this same line along the N side of
the possible schola now visible inside the Centro Cultural
Alcazaba (see Figure 63). That tunnel passes through the
Alcazaba and emerges from the imperial period granite Figure 64. Ashlar masonry of the embankment, showing the
embankment into the Guadiana River just 80 m or so to mouth of the cloaca that follows the line of ue 125.
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410). Otherwise, the city’s wastewaters could be channeled
into trenches on either side of the dirt roads, and no such
elaborate – or expensive – sewage system would have been
required.

0.90 m above bedrock (= 0.20 m below the gate threshold). This would have rendered the disposal of runoff even
more problematic. Indeed, it is almost certain that some
provision must have been made for any runoff water at
this low point in the city wall, in order to ensure that such
With the introduction of stone pavements, water absorp- water did not cause permanent damage to the foundation
tion would have decreased substantially, necessitating of the city wall. That there was potential for serious harm
some type of drainage solution. However, in at least this to this area due to flooding and groundwater movements
instance (and in a similar area excavated on the northern is apparent from the condition of the later stone-paved
side of the city, in the Morería neighborhood), the gate road surfaces intersecting immediately to the NE of the
opening as documented appears to have been exactly as gate (ue 33 and ue 79), where many stones are missing and
wide as the (later) stone-paved road surface (ue 125). The those that remain no longer offer anything like a level surfull width of the gate opening, just over 3.0 m, has been ex- face (visible in the foreground of Figure 65).
trapolated from the surviving sections of its upper courses,
where both ends of the brick arch are clearly preserved Phase 3
(Figure 65). The archaeological remains of ue 125 show that
the road’s useable surface corresponded exactly with the There is no direct physical connection between the stonegate opening, with an extra 0.5 m stone margin provided paved road surface ue 125 and the next set of structures
along the northern line of the road, at least, in line with built in the trench, ue 47 and ue 87, which are grouped
the northern granite gatepost (see Figures 56 and 57). This into Phase 3. Some uncertainty remains, even in this semeans that the gate made no provision for drainage chan- quence, because no direct chronological evidence for the
nels alongside the earlier dirt-surfaced version proposed date of the construction of the riverstone structure (ue 47)
here, unless it was significantly narrower than the first was identified during the excavation of the strata inside
stone-paved road (ue 125).
it. Thus, a straightforward chronological sequence – either from ue 125 to ue 47 and then ue 87, or from ue 125
It is also worth noting here that the gate threshold was set to ue 87 and then ue 47 – cannot be nailed down on the
at least 1.10 m above bedrock. Any dirt road surface earlier archaeological materials alone. It does seem apparent that
than ue 125 would have to have run at an even lower level both ue 47 and ue 87 date later than the construction of
than that documented for this stone-paved surface, i.e., the first stone-paved surface in Trench 2, however, so both

Figure 65: Brick-arched gate in the imperial city wall
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of these structures have been placed together in Phase 3,
with a date range c. 40–70.

gap left by a dwindling supply of Italian wares during the
rise of south Gaulish production centers – is also noteworthy in both of these contexts. The small size of the trench
and, in particular, the reduced size of the deposits inside
Riverstone Structure ue 47 and Surface ue 87
the riverstone structure may well be partially to blame for
Some time after the construction of ue 125, perhaps within the chronological conundrum presented here. It is also
only a decade or two, a riverstone structure (ue 47) was possible that this is simply a set of materials that correerected on the northern side of the trench. This structure sponds to the tastes of a particular household, rather than
is preserved to a height of c. 1.4 m at its highest point above the broader local ceramic market. However, the strata in
bedrock, and because it is located slightly uphill of the this structure do appear to leave open the possibility that
stone surface ue 125, its highest preserved surface sits at PFE ware went into production near the time when South
209.3 m asl, approximately 1.1 m above the surface of ue Gaulish sigillata first appeared in the local market, around
125 (at 208.2 m asl). Even on its lower southeastern side, AD 30. This sort of close reading of stratigraphic contexts
ue 47 stands 0.9 m higher than the road surface (with a will have to be applied to a much larger dataset before any
space of about 0.65 cm separating the projected line of the solid conclusions can start to be drawn.
two structures), making it difficult to see how this building might have been in use at the same time as the earliest Despite the lack of a direct physical connection between
stone-paved road. The chronological evidence possibly the riverstone structure (ue 47) and the road to its SE (eiassociated with the construction period of the riverstone ther ue 125 or the later ue 79), it is clear from the overall
structure (from strata ue 108 and ue 110) points to a date site plan that the riverstone structure’s orientation relates
just after the middle of the first century AD, indicating that rather to the line of the adjacent road(s) than to the city
this may correspond instead with a later phase of the road, wall (see Figure 55). This makes sense, given that the daiperhaps the packed earth surface/interface ue 116 or the ly activity of those using the riverstone structure would
slightly later ue 114. Both of these appear to date to the have revolved around the adjacent road surfaces, and not
middle decades of the first century AD, and both offer a the city wall which must have towered high above it. The
use level closer to the upper portion of ue 47, at 208.8 m asl relationship between the riverstone structure, the wall,
and 209 m asl respectively, compared to 209.1 m asl for the and the city streets is also an important reminder of the
top surface of the S wall of ue 47. Unfortunately, because somewhat misleading picture sometimes offered by the
the riverstone structure was only very partially excavated, imposing structures of the Roman city. In this case, the
no obvious associated use level has been identified – ex- city wall naturally attracts a great deal of interest, as the
cept perhaps the plaster surface ue 48. This leaves a num- single most dominant structure of the neighborhood. But,
ber of open questions as to when and how this building for the first-century occupants of this part of the city, the
was used.
wall may have served as nothing more than the backdrop.
Life certainly did not revolve around the city wall, even
There is, moreover, some ambiguity to the dating evidence on those occasions when a direct interaction with the wall
associated with the riverstone structure’s foundations. The may have become necessary, as when passing through the
date for these contexts, near the middle of the first century nearby gate.
AD, rests on the presence of PFE ware, whose production
seems to have begun right around AD 50 (Bustamante The concrete/crushed granite stratum/surface (ue 87) preÁlvarez 2009, 151–2). The date adopted here is slightly served inside the riverstone structure (ue 47) raises anlater than the traditional chronology associated with the other set of difficulties. Because it contained identifiable
local production of thin-walled pottery (PFE), which is pottery fragments, it is possible to offer a relatively secure
sometimes given as AD 30/40 (following Mayet 1975). Oth- date for the deposition of this stratum – in the middle
er recent studies have pushed the beginning of this local decades of the first century AD. This date is based on the
production to c. AD 40 (Martín Hernández and Rodríguez presence of South Gaulish sigillata in this context and the
Martín 2008, 386–8 with bibliography).12 The current con- presence of PFE ware in the strata under it (ue 107 and
sensus generally places the introduction of PFE ware af- ue 108). However, the physical relationship between ue 47
ter the arrival of South Gaulish sigillata in the Lusitanian and ue 87 is not exactly clear from the small section exmarketplace (from c. AD 30). This makes the absence of cavated. At the time of excavation, based on the limited
South Gaulish wares in ue 108 and ue 110, both of which point of contact, ue 87 appeared to post-date structure
include quite large sets of ceramics (ue 108, n > 200; ue 110, ue 47, resting against the interior surface of its northern
n > 100), quite anomalous.
wall. Logically, however, this interpretation poses a series
of problems:
The coincidence of Italian pareti sottili vessels with local
PFE ware vessels that are functionally equivalent – and 1. The construction style of ue 47 – riverstones arranged
which were probably produced precisely in order to fill the
in courses that overlap in quite irregular fashion – suggests that the interior was not designed to be seen at
all, but was in fact buried or (less likely) covered over
12		To avoid coming down on a specific side of this somewith some type of (totally lost) surface treatment. This
what controversial subject, the date c. 40/50 has been used
implies that ue 47 was actually the foundation of some
throughout this analysis.
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structure, whose use levels were more than 1 m above
the documented bedrock, perhaps associated with ue
48 or even higher, and so lost due to later activity on the
site.
2. Going along with (1), above, both of the preserved walls
of ue 47 lean inward, so that the top courses of stones
project inward significantly over the foundation courses.
Any use surface placed inside the structure, such as ue 87,
would have had large unusable sections adjacent to both
of the walls as currently preserved.

A tentative recontruction of Phase 3 in Trench 2, then, is as
follows. Sometime in the middle third of the first century
AD, perhaps just after AD 50, a crushed granite and lime
surface was laid down, providing a very compact and durable use surface running along the inside of the city wall.
This surface may have been protected from the elements
by a covered portico similar to those documented in other
pedestrian walkways elsewhere in the city, but thus far not
documented in Trench 2. Based on the presence of a later
road surface to the NE (ue 33), there is good reason to believe that ue 87 ran parallel to the city wall and was bounded on its NE by an earlier version of the stone-paved road
currently visible between the trench and the Casa Romana
de la Alcazaba (Figure 66). Alternatively, ue 87 may have
been part of that earlier road, running the full width of the
space between the city wall and the domestic block to the
NE, and continuing at a gradually-increasing width to the
NW, where the space between the wall and the residential
block is markedly wider (see Figure 36).

3. It seems completely improbable that a building requiring a substantial investment of time and resources could
be dismantled down to its foundations soon after its
construction and then a surface (ue 87) inserted inside
and below the top of the preserved foundation walls.
The preserved altitude of the top of the N wall of ue 47
is 209.29 m asl, while the surface of ue 87 sits at 208.59 m
asl, 0.7 m lower. Again, it is difficult to see how that surface could even be used.
In either case, whether as a sidewalk or as a road, this surface (ue 87) cannot have remained in use for very long, as
4. Finally, and perhaps least compellingly, the trend docu- the materials deposited directly over it (stratum ue 102)
mented elsewhere in the city (the closest parallels are point to a date in the middle decades of the first century
from the Morería excavations) is always away from pub- AD, practically the same period as the construction of ue
lic, open spaces and toward private, enclosed spaces. The 87 and the deposition of its substrates (ue 105). Indeed,
foundational roads that seem to have run all the way these three strata are indistinguishable, chronologically,
around the interior of the city wall were gradually taken on the basis of the materials offered, and can only be
over for private, domestic use (Alba Calzado 2001, 403; phased based on their stratigraphic relationships. Strata
Palma García 2004). Only in the case of major public ue 102 and ue 53 are both tentatively associated with the
projects, such as the construction of the Provincial Fo- construction of ue 47, as fill deposited inside ue 47 to bring
rum (Mateos Cruz et al. 2006, 110–3 and 166–8) or the the interior ground level up to its (unidentified) use level.
Marble Forum (Ayerbe Vélez et al. 2009, 764–7), does This activity was topped off with stratum ue 50, a level of
domestic space seem to have been appropriated for pub- diverse fill that includes Italian sigillata, some PFE ware,
lic use. While not completely impossible, the destruction and a Dressel 12 or Dressel 13 lamp. Materials in this conof a private structure in order to make way for a below- text thus point to a date just after the middle of the first
ground sidewalk would certainly be an unexpected se- century AD for its deposition. This reconstruction of the
quence in Roman Emerita.
stratigraphic relationships also appears to give us the firmest date available for the construction of ue 47, perhaps
All of these problems seem to compel a different interpre- early in the third quarter of the first century AD.
tation of the relationship between ue 47 and ue 87. One
interesting possibility sees ue 87 as a sort of sidewalk or The riverstone structure, then, appears to have eliminated
other ‘paved’ use surface associated with the adjacent road surface ue 87, which we have tentatively identified as either
surfaces to the SE (ue 79 or an earlier version of it) and a sidewalk or a road surface. As noted above, its orientaNE (ue 33 or an earlier version), with later trenches cut tion is taken not from the adjacent city wall, but instead
into this surface on the NE and SE sides, in order to make from the line of the road to its SE and, maybe, some verway for the riverstone foundation structure ue 47. Surfaces sion of the road to the immediate NE (later ue 33). Based
similar to ue 87 have been documented elsewhere in Méri- on the first century chronology proposed here, the conda, including in the Morería excavations (Alba Calzado struction style – riverstones held together with an earth
2002, 374–7), a 2006 excavation in the modern entrance matrix – strongly suggests that the portion of the buildto the Alcazaba (Alba Calzado 2006), and in several in- ing preserved here is the foundation of one corner of a
terventions on the northern side of the city (e.g., Palma roughly rectilinear building. With walls over 0.6 m wide,
García 2004; Ayerbe Vélez 2007). Such surfaces as have this structure would have offered a very sturdy foundabeen documented served either as sidewalks, normally lin- tion for the (likely) one-room structure standing over it,
ing the city streets and covered by a portico (e.g., Ayerbe extending at most 2.5 m between the city wall and the road
Vélez 2007, 203), or road surfaces, possibly linked with the segment (ue 33) to the NE. Foundations using a similar
construction of the city wall (this seems to have been the construction style have been identified in other Roman
case in the excavation focusing on the Alcazaba entrance; period structures in Mérida, but these typically involve
cf. Alba Calzado 2006; Palma García 2004, 40–41).
only a few courses of riverstones held together by an earth
matrix, serving more as a socle for rammed-earth walls
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Figure 66. Theoretical reconstruction of Trench 2 and surroundings in the mid first century AD.

than as a substantial foundation substructure (e.g., Bar- ding for a new stone pavement (ue 19), in the last quarter
rientos Vera 2004b; Chamizo de Castro 2007, 69; Méndez of the first century AD. This activity is all associated with
Grande 2005, 71).
Phase 4 of Trench 2.
The superstructure of this building would likely have been
built of adobe blocks or rammed earth, the building materials typical of Mérida’s Roman period (non-monumental)
structures. A substantial volume of yellowish sandy fill
documented across several of the site’s strata implies that
this traditional construction method was in use here or
very nearby during the first century AD. Its location adjacent to a city gate may suggest some sort of a defensive or
other official function for this small building, and an association with official or public activity might also provide
an explanation for the relatively massive foundation walls.
However, because nothing has survived of this putative
superstructure, it is impossible to confirm a particular use
or function for the building that rested on the riverstone
structure. The specific chronological evidence from associated strata indicates that this building was in use for a
couple decades, at most. Indeed, this relatively short period of use is the main difficulty raised by the interpretation
followed here, a sequence that saw ue 87 built and then
dismantled to make way for ue 47. Both structures would
have to have been built and then destroyed in the short
period between c. 50 and 70 AD. Ue 47 was destroyed and
then buried under c. 0.5 m of fill, which offered a level bed49

Phase 4
During the last quarter of the first century AD, in the period roughly encompassing the reigns of Domitian and
Nerva, possibly into the reign of Trajan, the urban area
investigated in Trench 2 underwent a complete transformation. As has just been discussed, the building associated
with the riverstone structure (ue 47) was dismantled down
to its foundations. Several compact strata of leveling fill
were then laid down, in order to provide bedding for a
new stone pavement, ue 19. Ue 19 and ue 79 join on the
southern side of the trench, abutting against one another
in such a way that they offer a unified use surface at that
point. It is, however, impossible to discern a chronological sequence between them, even though their surfaces
exhibit different characteristics. On the other (N) side of
the trench, the stratigraphic sequence indicates that ue 19
predates the stone-paved road bounding the northeastern
side of the trench (ue 33), part of whose substrates (ue
43/54) rest on the stones of ue 19 (this connection is still
visible in the N profile of the trench: Figure 67; see also
Figure 37).
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Figure 67. Substrates (ue 43/54) in Trench 2, which extend under stone-paved road (ue 33) on the north side of the trench,
resting on top of the stone pavement (ue 19) on the left side of the image.

Apart from this stratigraphic relationship – and ue 43/54 the large paving stones, where similar stone surfaces elseappears to continue under ue 33, outside the trench – no where in the city were worn quite smooth by the passing
definite dating evidence was secured for either of the of travelers and possibly wheeled vehicles (Figure 68). The
stone-paved roads (ue 33 and ue 79). However, it is clear low level of apparent wear may also be partly due to the
from the physical relationships that ue 19 and ue 79 were positioning of this stone surface, immediately adjacent to
both in use at the same time, and that sometime after this, the city wall and not obviously aligned with either of the
late in the first century, the new road surface ue 33 was nearby road sections already discussed (ue 33 and ue 79).
constructed on the northeastern side of the trench, at
which time ue 19 was buried under a large fill stratum (ue The existence of an earlier version of ue 33 running parallel
17). The exact connection between ue 33 and ue 79 could to the city wall at a distance of c. 3 m to its NE has already
not be documented on the E profile of the trench, but it is been posited (pp. 48–49). This earlier road would have had
possible that the decline of ue 33 (to the SE) and the incline its surface c. 1.0 m below the current stone surface of ue 33.
of ue 79 (to the NE) allowed for them to meet at a similar Such an earlier road surface should have eliminated any
elevation just outside the eastern side of Trench 2. Both need for another paved road running along the line of the
surfaces exhibit similar levels of wear, and, intersecting at city wall. Similarly, the presence of ue 79 and its predecssor
roughly 90° just to the NE of Trench 2 and rounding the ue 125, both running from the city gate toward the center
corner of a city block occupied by the partially-preserved of the city, leaves little obvious need for another paved
Casa Romana de la Alcazaba, they also fit neatly into the road surface running roughly SW–NE, and in this case
city’s wider orthogonal street grid (see Figures 63 and 66). apparently running straight into the city wall, just N of
the gate. Given these circumstances, it does not seem likely
The interpretation of ue 19 is more challenging, because that ue 19 was intended as a regular road segment. This
like many of the other Roman structures in Trench 2 it new stone pavement may instead represent an attempt to
was buried not long after it was built. Archaeological ma- level off and preserve an open space just to the N of the
terials in stratum ue 17, deposited directly over ue 19, con- city gate, as a small plaza just inside the city wall. Such a
firm that the pavement went out of use late in the first cen- modification might have been undertaken in response to
tury AD or very early in the second. A relatively short use population growth or the increasing tendency to approphase is further implied by the almost total lack of wear on priate public spaces for private use, both of which were
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Figure 68. Contrast between the paved road surface (ue 79, C) and the stone pavement (ue 19, R).

issues later in the city’s history (cf. Osland 2016). Further 82 can therefore offer a firm terminus ante quem for both
archaeological investigation of this area of the city should stone surfaces, right around AD 70.
be quite helpful in the future, as we seek to better understand the use of this intramural area in the first century or This sequence brings the history of the trench forward to
two of Roman occupation.
the last third of the first century AD, when another significant change took place across the entire area excavated. A
small amount of fill (ue 77) gradually accumulated over
Road Sequence
the stone-paved road (ue 79), and this was modified subseBy the time that ue 19 and ue 79 were built, nearly 1.4 m of quently to serve as the base for a new road surface (ue 76)
fill – in four distinct strata – had been deposited over the along the line of the earlier road. This was the first in a seoriginal road surface (ue 125). The earliest of these strata ries of six such dirt roads, in this first instance still associ(ue 123) appears to have accumulated gradually over the ated with the granite threshold block ue 78. Late in the first
road, and it offers the best evidence for the stone-paved century AD, or possibly into the reign of Trajan, both the
road’s use period, dating roughly to the second third of northern edge of the dirt road and all of the adjacent stone
the first century AD. The next stratum (ue 117) contains pavement (ue 19) were buried under a consistent stratum
a much larger set of ceramics than ue 123, but the profile of yellowish sandy earth (ue 17). The date offered by maoffered is similar, and the date range again straddles the terials in this fill stratum confirms that ue 19 was only in
middle of the first century AD. This stratum also support- use for a few decades, at most, and the dirt road (ue 76)
ed what has tentatively been identified as a use surface (ue seems to have had an even shorter use cycle. Despite this
116) at a level c. 0.8 m above the stone surface. A stratum of reconfiguration of the area, the road associated with the
fill (ue 113) gradually accumulated over this surface as well, gate appears to have continued to serve as a thoroughfare,
in the third quarter of the first century, judging from the though somewhat reduced in width from here forward.
ceramics and glass fragments preserved. The final deposit
appears to have been an intentional leveling fill (ue 82), From the time of Trajan onward, for an indeterminate
designed to bring the use level up to the height of the later length of time, the gateway and its associated road surstone surfaces (ue 79 and ue 19) after some sort of repair or faces continued in use, with a gradually-rising groundlevel
modification to the adjacent gateway. The materials in ue
51
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across at least five more resurfacings of the road.13 This
change must have led to some modification of the original
gate structure, because the brick-arched gateway would
not have permitted even pedestrian traffic as the ground
level rose. On current evidence, however, it is impossible
to propose a date for any apparent changes to the gate
structure or the post-Trajanic uses of the area in Trench 2.
The levels of preservation to the N of Trench 2 and within
the gateway iteslf, however, offer considerable room for
optimism, and future projects are likely to significantly
advance our knowledge of Roman activity on this site,
both in terms of urban infrastructure and the nature of
the riverstone building only partially documented in 2016.
13 A similar sequence of road surfaces, with good chronological
evidence, was documented immediately outside the wall on
the northern side of the city: Barrientos Vera 2006, 42–45.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions

The 2016 University of Otago/Consorcio de Mérida excavation project in the Alcazaba de Mérida was driven by a
research agenda focusing on changing use of urban space
across the Roman and Medieval periods. Previous work
in this part of the city had already confirmed its occupation across the late Roman and Medieval periods, and
published materials now housed in the Museo Nacional
de Arte Romano hinted at an early Roman phase of use
as well (Pérez Outeriño 1993; Jérez Linde 2005). The specific nature and chronology of that use, however, remains
unclear. Similarly, there is a growing body of research on
the medieval (Moorish) phases of Mérida – and of the
Alcazaba and its associated structures in particular – but it
has too often proven difficult or impossible to reconstruct
a direct link or sequence of phases spanning the Roman,
late antique, and medieval stages of activity in Mérida.

in the city’s archaeological record. Indeed, the city’s historical association with the founder of the Roman Empire
has even been a source of frustration for some, because
the current archaeological record offers very little by way
of Augustan period evidence, despite the city’s purported
foundation in 25 BC.

This excavation project has, somewhat unexpectedly,
contributed important new details regarding the earliest
phases of Roman activity in Mérida. Stratified evidence
from the Augustan period has only been documented in a
handful of sites elsewhere in the city, and only in one case
did the early activity illustrated by that evidence relate to
public building activity, in the temple on Calle Viñeros.
This new excavation offers solid stratified evidence suggesting that the section of Roman city wall preserved inside the Alcazaba was already standing – or at least under
This set of conditions set the stage for investigation of a construction – at the time of Augustus’ death in AD 14.
site inside the Alcazaba de Mérida, but oriented by the Moreover, it has also confirmed the primacy of the city’s
Roman and late Roman city wall, which was a key fea- road network, which must have been contemporaneous
ture in this area of the Roman city. Based on parallel work with the city wall, if not even earlier, as implied by the
elsewhere in the city, especially in the Morería neighbor- presence of gates in the wall circuit.
hood to the northwest, it was anticipated from the outset
that any late Roman and Late Antique/Visigothic period Remains excavated in Trench 2 confirm that the city wall
activity would similarly be constrained by the presence was among the very earliest structures built after the founof the wall and any associated road/gate structures. The dation of this new Roman colony in the last quarter of the
fact that earlier unpublished excavations in the area had first century BC. This fact perhaps comes as little surprise,
already revealed a gate, paved Roman road surfaces, and given the (theoretical) need for a defensive circuit around
a long stretch of the Roman city wall and its late antique a Roman colony. Of the other structures typically associreinforcement practically ensured that the site selected ated with the earliest phases of the colony – the amphifor excavation would yield data relevant to the guiding theater and theater complex, a possible Augustan period
research agenda.
water supply/aqueduct system, a double gate in the city
wall, and the temple on Calle Viñeros – only the latter
has had its actual physical remains documented through
Early Roman Emerita
archaeological excavations. The others owe their associaMérida’s claim to fame, at least in archaeological circles, tion with this early period to the epigraphic remains and
is its long and well-documented Roman period of occu- numismatic record, as no physical remains of any of them
pation. Numerous Roman public monuments have been can be securely assigned an Augustan or even an early
excavated and incorporated into a popular tourist circuit, imperial date archaeologically (some of this evidence has
allowing tourists and scholars alike to appreciate some of been presented briefly, above; cf. Mateos Cruz and Rodríwhat it meant to live in a Roman city. The fact that the guez Gutiérrez 2015, 104–7; Mateos Cruz and Pizzo 2011).
city was established by the emperor Augustus, with veterans who had served in legions at one time commanded The colony clearly had a regular grid of straight streets
by Agrippa, surely further enhances the level of interest from very early times, sections of which have been docu53
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mented throughout the city over the past three decades
(summarized in Alba Calzado 2001; idem 2002), and there
is every reason to believe that this regular grid, at least, was
an essential component of the original city plan. However,
the typical Roman stone-paved road surfaces, such as ue
125 documented in this excavation, seem to belong to a
second phase of road building in the early city (cf. Alba
Calzado 2001, 403–6). Occasional inconsistencies in the
street grid as documented through archaeological excavations do not pose any great problem for this interpretation.
Most of these can be explained as a practical response to
the irregular line of the city wall, whose putative defensive function must have seen it placed on the best footing available, which has resulted in a unique footprint for
the walled city. Intramural roads will have been longer
or shorter depending on the line of the city wall, but in
general the streets appear to have been laid out in perfectly straight lines wherever possible. The only apparent
exception is a section of north-south road running along
the westernmost edge of the city, which turns slightly off
its line as it passes through the Alcazaba and on through
the Morería neighborhood (see Figure 63). This may have
been done in an attempt to provide slightly more space for
some of the northern city blocks adjacent to the city wall.

The current excavation project has offered solid evidence
to confirm the extremely early, even foundational, date of
at least one of the streets whose line across the city was
interrupted by the Colonial Forum (i.e., ue 125 and the gate,
ue 60). However future excavation work in this area of
the city will have to be undertaken in order to determine
whether the truncated city blocks were also a part of the
city’s foundational plan, or if they were instead a result of
an adjustment due to the later addition of the Colonial Forum or its associated structures, some of which appear to
date from the time of Tiberius and later (Aquilué Abadías
and Bello Rodrigo 2009, 405–16, 426–4). Note that only
limited excavations have been conducted in areas associated with the Forum temple (the ‘Templo de Diana’ as it is
known colloquially) and its immediate surroundings, so
it is still possible that these were built in the Augustan or
early Tiberian period as has often been claimed, largely on
the basis of construction styles and historical analysis (cf.
Álvarez Martínez and Nogales Basarrate 2003).

A recently-announced excavation in the ‘Huerta de Otero’
site, just south of the Alcazaba, may soon help to clear up
the nature of activity and the chronological sequence in
at least one such block during the colony’s foundational
period.14 An earlier excavation, undertaken in the 1970s,
But some of the inconsistencies in the road grid do not was never published, but it did reveal what must be late
appear to fit with this straightforward pattern. For exam- Roman domestic structures (with mosaics and paintings),
ple, a pair of east-west streets very near the theoretical a section of city road (east-west, parallel to ue 125 and
center of the city run much closer to each other than the ue 79), a stretch of the city wall and gate, and evidence
rest of these, resulting in a relatively narrow band of city for domestic bathing facilities (Palma García 1999, 352).
blocks, which is interrupted by the Colonial Forum at the Unfortunately, publications that do discuss the evidence
center of the city (Figure 63). These blocks are closer to from this site focus on the domestic remains, and so no
50 × 50 m than the usual 80 × 50 m apparent elsewhere details on the chronology of the road or wall have yet been
in the city (Alba Calzado 2004c, 69–71), either allowing provided. Hard evidence for the chronology of that road
space for fewer than the usual (presumed) six large houses section, similar to what has appeared in the Alcazaba exto a block or, alternatively, providing space for a few very cavation, would allow us to make firm assertions regarding
large individual houses (cf. Alba Calzado 2005c, 124). One the original city plan and the unexpected variation in city
of these blocks, at least, was eventually converted into a blocks here near the center of the colony.
public space – perhaps a schola (Felix Palma García, personal communication) – remains of which are now visible Along with evidence confirming high degree of complex
inside the Centro Cultural Alcazaba (see Figure 63).
city planning in the city’s foundational phases, the new
excavation data also offer conclusive support to the earIt seems reasonable to imagine that the central city blocks lier hypothesis, proposed by Teresa Barrientos Vera and
were slightly smaller than usual because of the extremely Miguel Alba Calzado on the basis of their excavations,
large footprint of the Colonial Forum, which occupies that the city’s earliest road network consisted of dirt or
a rectangular area c. 210 by 110 m. With adjacent public gravel paths, which were only paved at a later stage in the
buildings and spaces, by the early second century AD this city’s development. In this case, definitive chronological
complex occupied a central city area of c. 5 ha, roughly 250 evidence places the earliest stone-paved road surface se× 210 m (Osland 2016, 77). The length of the block hous- curely within the reign of the emperor Tiberius, AD 14–37.
ing the forum and basilica – 210 m – threw off the city’s Such stone-paved roads were accompanied by cloacas,
regular grid, which appears to have expected c. 80 m per which channeled wastewaters out of the city. The stone
block, forcing the truncation of this secondary row of city road surface documented in Trench 2 seems to have had
blocks to account for the difference in size. Because this its own cloaca, whose exit into the Guadiana River basin
change affected the entire layout of the central city, it is is still visible today in the granite embankment to the west,
logical to assume that space was made in the original city under the walls of the Alcazaba (see Figure 64). The emgrid to accommodate this large complex, perhaps in a less bankment is traditionally dated, along with the Guadiana
elaborate original version (Mateos Cruz and Rodríguez Bridge, to the reign of Augustus. But, on the basis of the seGutiérrez 2015, fig. 2).
14		Announced in September 2017, the project is set to commence in 2018.
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quence of structures documented in Trench 2, the possibil- trait of the early Roman city that is beginning to emerge:
ity has to at least be considered that the embankment was a period of several decades passed between the official
in fact built in coordination with the city’s under-street foundation of the Roman colony and the construction
drainage network, perhaps early in the reign of Tiberius, of the city’s stone-paved street surfaces and their associcontemporaneous with the stone-paved road. Certainly, ated drainage system. The use throughout much of this
the embankment was designed with a regular series of early period of (primarily) packed-earth road surfaces will
cloacas in mind, as the mouths of four such cloacas are have mitigated some of the potential damage, and it is of
perfectly incorporated into that structure.
course possible that at least some of these early roads were
flanked by drainage channels or ditches.
It is clear that the early imperial city was already the result
of considerable planning and a formidable construction All of this evidence sheds new light on the priorities of
campaign, which then spurred the need for a more elabo- the people responsible for planning and building this
rate urban infrastructure, part of which was introduced in new Roman colony during the reigns of Augustus and
the early first century AD, just a few decades after the city’s Tiberius. This was no simple undertaking, and it comes
foundation. The addition of an extensive network of stone- as no surprise that the well-planned Roman city as we
paved road surfaces would have caused major difficulties imagine it today actually took several decades to coalesce.
in the disposal of wastewaters, and the cloacas must have The earliest structures attested in the city are the theater
been conceived as a part of this larger road construction and amphitheater, both of them through the epigraphic
project. Pressure on the city’s urban infrastructure will remains rather than any definite archaeological evidence.
have further increased with any increase in intramural As it turns out, the much more practical considerations of
population and, logically, with any increase in the city’s a road network and a city wall were also high on the list
water supply. An aqueduct on the southern side of the city of priorities, though from the evidence documented here
has sometimes been assigned an Augustan period date, neither was definitely in place by the time the theater was
based in large part on a later inscription commemmorat- dedicated in 16 BC or the amphitheater in 8 BC. Instead,
ing the ‘Aqua Augusta’ (Année épigraphique 1984, 00493; the stratified archaeological materials associated with
Hispania Epigraphica 20494; Ramírez Sádaba 2003, inv. 1). the earliest activity on this site correspond most closely
It is easy to imagine that the provision of abundant wa- with those documented in the excavation of the temple
ter would have been fundamental for a new, high-status on Calle Viñeros, placing them in the first decade of the
colonial foundation (Fear 1996, 11 and 187–8). However, first century AD.
there is, as yet, no firm archaeological evidence to confirm an Augustan date for this, or, indeed, any of the city’s Post-Roman Mérida
aqueduct systems (cf. Méndez Grande 2010; Chamizo de
Castro 2015).
In addition to this fuller picture of the early Roman colony,
the new excavation data provided by this project also alIf this reconstruction is correct – and earlier excavations low for a much more complete understanding of the site’s
elsewhere in the city have confirmed that the cloacas can post-Roman history. There is, however, a marked lack of
be associated with the first phase of stone-paved roads and late antique (fifth-seventh century) data, from both the
not the subsequent phases – then here we have established intramural and extramural trenches. This is due, inside
a sort of terminus ante quem for the introduction of this the Roman city wall, to previous work in the area, which
typically-Roman phenomenon (on the cloacas of Mérida appears to have cleared away strata and structures assoin general, see Acero Pérez 2007). Cloacas were apparently ciated with the late Roman and post-Roman use of the
regarded as a basic aspect of urban infrastructure for late gate and its surrounding area. Outside the Roman wall,
Republican town planners, as illustrated in the lex Urso- such late antique evidence as was documented in Trench
nensis, where duumviri and aediles are both permitted to 1 confirmed this area’s use as a midden or waste disposal
build and/or modify vias, itinera, flumina, fossas, and clo- area adjacent to the city wall in the Late Antique/early Meacas (i.e., roads, ways, rivers, ditches, and drains), provided dieval period. No structures associated with this activity
no private individuals are harmed by this activity (lex Ur- were identified, nor was it possible, given the constraints
sonensis 77; lex Irnitana 82; González and Crawford 1986, of space and time, to excavate down to definite late Roman
175; Mangas Manjarrés 2001, 38–58).15
(fourth-fifth century) levels, in order to better understand
that phase of use or establish the date of the late antique
It is difficult to imagine a well-provisioned Roman colony wall reinforcement. Those earlier levels do appear to have
the size of Augusta Emerita, with some 74 ha of intramural been left undisturbed by later activity, however, and it is
space, without a proper system for the disposal of liquid plausible that future work along the exterior of the city
wastes and rainwater runoff. Yet this is exactly the por- wall might help to clear up some of the issues around late
Roman and late antique activity in this extramural area.
15		 The lex Ursonensis, like the lex Irnitana, was actually a Flavian period law. However, it is clear that both reiterate, in large
part, a law probably drafted by Julius Caesar and put forward by Mark Antony after his death in 44 BC (cf. González
and Crawford 1986).
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Several recent projects have focused on the Moorish period use of the immediate extramural area, concentrating
on the cistern complex with its vestibule building. Despite
this active interest in that structure and its surroundings,
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it was not possible to draw a direct connection between
the cistern and the Roman city wall and gate, lying only a
short distance (c. 7 m) to the northeast of the cistern vestibule building. The data from the 2016 excavation again
help to clarify some of these relationships, establishing a
use level on top of the partially-dismantled late antique reinforcement wall similar to the interior access platform for
the cistern complex. This in turn raises the possibility that
the cistern complex underwent one or more modifications
during its several centuries in use, focusing particularly on
the cistern access structure. The cistern vestibule building
entrances, as currently preserved, assume a much higher
groundlevel than the one implied by the 2016 excavation
data, and this could easily be remedied by placing the
vestibule building at a later date than cistern itself, which
likely dates to the same period as the construction of the
Alcazaba fortress in the mid ninth century.

A simpler access at c. 210 m asl has several advantages
aside from the more appropriate use level. It is clear from
both the recent excavation project and from previouslyuncovered Moorish period buildings in the area that at
least some portions of the Roman period city wall were
still visible in the Moorish period – possibly even into the
thirteenth century and beyond, to judge from the level of
Christian era burials surrounding the cistern vestibule
building. If the wall was still visible at that time, then it
is likely that the gate documented in earlier excavations
was also visible, perhaps even still in use, when the Alcazaba was built in the ninth century. The associated road,
in line with the Roman road from centuries before, would
have run straight across the northern end of the cistern
vestibule building, but, crucially, before that building was
erected, the same line of the road would have passed directly north of the northern access staircase to the cistern
itself (Figure 69).

Figure 69. Theoretical reconstruction of the extramural area, illustrating the relationship between the line of the Roman
road (ue 79/125) and the medieval cistern access structures.
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This (admittedly conjectural) two-phase process of building first the cistern and its access staircases and, at a
somewhat later date, the addition of the vestibule structure, could account for the inconsistent use of spoliated
Visigothic period pilasters in the complex. A simple, linear
entrance to the complex may have given way to a more
complicated arrangement following a change in the use
of the Alcazaba, in the period after the ninth century. For
example, with a reduced demand for water inside the Alcazaba – due to fewer troops stationed inside – pack animals
might no longer be employed in the process. As fill accumulated, a new higher groundlevel outside the original
cistern entrance required a modification to the entrance
complex. This modified entrance structure in turn saw
the redeployment of some of the Visigothic pilasters used
in the original entrance, and it is also possible that the
mosque attested in later written sources was added as a
part of the same project.
As it now stands, the portrait of the Augustan city remains
very incomplete: a single temple, the city wall and road
circuits, the theater and amphitheater, and extremely fragmentary remains of houses whose earliest phases might
possibly be associated with the city’s foundational period.
Clearly, there is still a great deal of work to be done in this
area, and, fortunately, there is every reason to believe a
great deal of evidence remains to be discovered and documented. The same can be said for the city’s post-Roman
phases, for which we already have a much larger dataset,
but for which a number of very important questions remain. For example, a broad range of domestic structures
from the fifth through eighth centuries has now been documented, but we still know almost nothing about any possible public structures or spaces within the late antique city.
If there were intramural churches, their physical remains
have proven elusive, despite decades of investigation and
hundreds of small excavations throughout the walled city.
It is thus possible to reconstruct a reliable portrait of life in
the late antique city (cf. Alba Calzado 2005c; Osland 2017),
but very difficult to contextualize the events narrated in
the seventh-century Lives of the Holy Fathers of Mérida
(Garvin 1946; Maya Sánchez 1992) in the way that we can
for life in the later Roman period (Osland 2016). The city’s
Moorish phases are similarly problematic, in that houses
are relatively well attested but other structures appear to
be significantly underrepresented in the archaeological
record. These are, admittedly, as much problems of preservation as anything else. But the current climate of investigation and research in Mérida provides plenty of room
for optimism, and there is good reason to expect that this
portrait of the city – from Augustus down to the Medieval
period – will have to be revised substantially within the
next few years.
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